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INTi^O]')UCTK);'A
^ JUS study subscribes to the proposition that the ultimate objective oi
public school education is to enable each child to build a positive image of
himself as a person in his own right, and a learner actively involved in his
own learning.
or
This study was set up within that context which also supports the notion
mat goals - whatever they may be - for educating all children should be the
same. To methodize or systematize education as a remedy for deficits,
•to focus solely upon the devclopmom of narrowly defined cognitive skills,
destructive to these dev-,; ruble goals.
-c ..... Oi iOiCrence witiun which the study was done supports the
idea t;.c, uroLigh cogntive anci affcvaive development - with circular re-
-uorcc.
. owi ci.o area to the other - the teacher should contrive lo
i.xpres.t con ;p;t::,;.;,;y in action and in words a respect for each child, his
worlo, ai..; ;'.:s communications. This affcctive-cognitivc marriage is a
-eality m cniidhooii growth, before the child enters school, and continues
uhereUi..
. Jean Piaget, conducting research within a similar context
t-ointco
';C following observation:
T!ic ovnUujf^n of airectivity clnring the firot two yeors
corresponrls fairly closely to the evolution of motor and
cognitive functions. Tr.cre is a constant parallel
bci-veeo :;v- affc'divo and intellectual lily throm-houi
childhood and adolescence. This statement will seem
surpri.smg only if one attempts to dichotomize the life
of the mind into emotions and thoughts. But nothing
could be more false or superficial. In reality, the"^
clement to \yhich we must constantly turn is the analysis
Oi rncni.il life "behavior" itself, conceived, as we
n.-vs’c tried to point out briefly in our inti'oduction, as
a re-establishment or strengthening of equilibrium.
/1.I 1 behavior presupposes instruments and a. technique:
movements and intelligence. But ail behavior also
implies moUves and final values (goals): The Sentiments.
1 bus affectivit}' and intelligence are indissociable and
constitute the two complementary aspects of all human
behavior (Piaget, 1969).
\Vithm tuis iramc of reference, this study will attempt to di:qoel some
tions wruch see education as a means of developing narrowly defined
gniLiVe skills as the whole of public school education.
CHAPTER 1
NATUJ^E AND BACKGROUND OE THE STUDY
Thv: PE031LEM
i. he piojoct will develop and demonstrate a curx'jculum of Affective
atio.n v.hich cnix bo fully integrated into the Early Childhood classroom
•on 0
.
This curriculum will also provide the opportunity for each child
velop - bo-.h Cogni.ivo and Affective domains, with circular reinforcement
oiw. ;iow::;in ill die other.
Primarily it will be a hypothesis setting study for finding out what is
vO oe mox'c cai’ciully mcasux'cd in futux’e studies.
SONS f OP I^TAKING THE STUDY
it .o xhe Intoji'i-iori of this project to design a separate curricubam of
. Aoctive . 1 i.m;. irnpor'tant in its own rigdxt, and to have it accorded the same
spcct a; . us reading, wriiing, lauguage development, and similar
of c; ill my view, cuucators tend to methodize the school progran
. Such a way that only narrowly defined utilitax’ian or functional goals are met.
-'.s a result, ;he c'biu as a pox'son participating in his own learning is over-
looked (T-lawk'-; S; iuogcrs, 1963).
x' . vuf, solely upon cog, .pi ;j skills or affective dcvelopvru. as if
they were ir.h'p n rnch olh'T, or to consider cither as 'd.c whole of the
2child's scliooling, would deprive the child of those very things that all children
need to develop active, thoughtful, and creative waj'^s of coping witli their
cnviroirmcnt.
This study will develop and dcnionstrate curriculum strategies which
will be implemcntablc by the classroom teacher to help remedy the one-sided
emphasis on cognitive objectives. The need has been expressed (Ilawkes, 1966;
Piaget, 1969; Erikson, 1959; Isaacs, 1933) in educational literature, however,
more often than not the extent of implementation has been a superficial
integration of affective items into old structures, with no attention being paid
to a separate affective curriculum area in cai’ly childhood education.
"What is missing (in the regular activities of
schools and teachers) is a S3'^stematic effort
to collect evidence of growth in affective
objectives which is in any way parallel to the
very great and systematic efforts to evaluate
cognitive achievement " (Bloom, 1956, p. 16).
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Because of the current interest in early childhood education, many
people are of the opinion that scientific study of infant behavior originated quite
recently. In fact, the average American educator or psychologist would pi’obably
cite the last eight years as an era of unprecidented scientific movement in
studies of early childhood development. Actually, scientific inquiry in infancy
and early childhood has a surprisingly long history.
In geographic terms, the United States can account for five times as
rnueh infa.nt research as the total output of USSR, Bi'itain, and German^u
3: ..U IS due to the conipletc availability of English hmguage articles
;a United Suites libraries. Similar foreign studies arc underrepresented lo an
unknown eric nt. (Brackbill, 1967, p. v.)
T.rue are several other reasons for the superior output of infant
re.-. ..rcn n tiio United States as opposed to foreign sources. We have a greater
number o ' people whose training makes it possible for them to carry out
aiifant benavior research. There arc presently over 22,000 members of the
American Psychological Association. Similar associations in European
Countries orny measure a traction of that number when totally combined. Only
^.,nce 19u0 nave Soviet psychologists been allowed to use infants and young
-.rer .is :^uOjOcts oi investigation. Therefore, it is difficult to measure their
runt .-cu- uaron in infancy and early childhood. Prior to 1960 this area of
. :.-.rch was the exclusive domain of physiologists and physicians (Brackbill,
.
,
p. i-;. She emigration of European scientists to Britain and the United
r 103 l930 can account for a large amount of such research in these
- r~ries us r i-posed to their European counterparts.
Ar.oiocr important barometer of research is the publication of such
. -formation and the verve v,„th which [leople anticipate its availability. Publica-
iM.is bean.'.,.; miormation regarding early childhood research experienced an
unprccedcnb •. increase during the hue 1920's (see Chart A). This increase is
a oatient, i, Highly important indicaior of scientific activity during certain
periods. The years of depression and the Second World War is reflected in
sudden ..line after 1930.
4f
i
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U.S.A.
Averaj^e nuraber of publications per year* in early childhood
and infancy for the four most research productive countries
in the past 70 years. (Brackbill, 1964)
CHART A
hitclha
]nfanc3’’ and earl 3' childliood has been termed a "critical [>c -:iod" in
lual and emotional growth. The noti(m of a critical period was derived
0 ]:' 10 v.-oi-’c of Konr;ul (1057) who used the term to desoribe observed
. air. ihcivioj’. I.orcnz :i.nd otimrs observed that there was a period during'
inc i. : ncy of certain animals when social attachments were made — if th.oy
were: io 00 made at all. Ajii)arcntl 3' such social attachments arc inadc regard-
!os.s of species. Lorenz a.nd ofher ethnologists described how chicks followed
thei-n around as if tho 3' were a mother hen. Scott (19G3) observed the same
phenomenon witli dogs, lie- has shown that for dogs this period of socialization
begins at a,ppro.\imatcl 3' twenty days of age and continues thereafter for a few
weeks. If social rclationshii)s ai'c not worked out during this period it becomes
^ncrc;,..' ...!gl3' difficult to do so. Scott's research further pointed out that dogs
handled 03' humans during this period were "tame" while those not having such
an experience were "wild. "
It seems to follow that similar phenomenon occurs in humans. Ee scare
by Schaffer and Emerson (19G4) have, for example, shown that evidences of
emotional relationship building among infants begin to appear during the third
quarter of the first year. Such signs arc evidenced when a familiar person
leaves the room or a stranger enters. This can be interpreted as signs of
distress. This also scc7ms to be the beginning period of the infant's formation
of a fc • Li-,; (or.e about the social world. Investigations by Erik'son (1963) seems
to sup: . t/.';;. view. He defines it ns basic trust (see Chart B). Such trust is
6developed jn the
riccds. Tl'.cr.c fc
mind of tlie child as to how well the social world will meet his
clings are deprived from normal early childhood eSparienccs in
vouch infant is cared for on an unconditional acceptance basis. When such
v
-'CCi.. n:- is not frh by tlic child, a sense of mistrust and fcarfulncss under-
.:incs his oitompts to establish healthy interpersonal rclationslups.
v.-arl l^ogcrs (10-18) has described this phenomenon in adults as unconditional
warm j'Cgard. lie suggests that such attitudes should be possessed b}- those in
a teaching or counselling relationship with others.
It appeal's to be ultimately' true that emotional relationships and social
attachjnents nave their critical periods of development during early childhood.
it is also true that cognitive development must share this same period with
...icetive development. Piaget (19G9) and others have pointed ou.t that during
i-ne early ycai'S of growtli^ intellectual functioning and affective functioning arc
^..diiiercatiatod (see Chart B). In other words
,
anytliing which 'affects the
,,.tellceti
^
development in early childhood also affects the child's affective
creates.
J'l.xperimcntation is beginning to show that the nature and quality of
.Pfectivc stimulation provided infants may have lasting effects upon their
xiitellectual development. The work of Spitz (1945), Goldfarb (1945), and Ribblc
1943) suggests that the lack of appropriate affective stimulation in infancy leads
dcvaeLiting conscquonccs in personality and intellect. How education has
. ervod .0 overstress the conscious control of thinking, and thereby' inhibit the
pq
H
<
K
O
leariK-.i"';-.
(1967 ):
ca
1
)0 city for "full functioning" thinkiiig has been described by Kubie
inis promaaTro introduction of conscious sainpliiig,
through the repetitive onphasis on drill and grill,
is pi’ccioclj'’ what inalvcs ja.ilcx’s out of the process of
conscious sanipling and conscious symbolic representa-
tion. Conscious process thereby bccmuc inhibiting
and paralyzing forces which restrict the free play of
pj’econscious function. Therefore the basic goals for
rescaj’cli in education must be to find bcttci’ substitutes
,
to find belter ways of tapping what is going' on, finding-
out what is being taken in subliminall 3^ and what is
being processed px'cconsciously. We must find out
how to dip a tin cup into the rushing pre conscious
stream without damming it up or diverting it (p. 88).
Tnc affective strategics developed b}'' this stud3^ are intended as a means
of sensitizing tlic teacher and the child to each other and the world aroimd them.
Jersild (1955) and others have suggested that all teachers should be psycho-
analyzed. The lai’ge number of teachers and the relatively small number of
analysts would render this idea impractical. However, there are means of
achieving such objectives through classroom curriculum implants. This study
is an attempt in that direction.
It is the vitality of the classroom world, and their own investment in
its life that determines the child's and the teacher's motivation to learn. It
was the 'teacher’s investment in this classroom and such benefits derived by the
child that concerned Jersild. Primarily, it has to do with the teacher's attitude
towa)’'! self and others. Over 30 years ago Daniel Prescott (1938) a.sscrtcd that
feeling.; and emotion on tlie pai-t of the teacher or the learner function as
9determinants in either stimulating or preventing learning. Young (19G1) and
Arnnld (.t'i.O) .'-upjiorted caieli other's findings that growth and development can
be hampo)-ed when emotions and fcolin'';s arc disregarded.
]5eatt\’ and Ci;n'l;c (19G2) using some of the niaterials developed I33'
ot’ners ii'i liio ar'ca of feelings and emotion attempted to integrate personality
theory, learnmg, and motivation into a single theoiy. This represented an
attempt to explain the affective development of behavior and behavior change.
Several studies have attonipted to measure the more precise impact
chat teacher attitudes have upon learning. Rosenthal and Jacobson (1966)
asserted that while much of what the classroom teacher accomplishes is due to
delibera.te action, a great deal is likely to be unintentional and unplanned. Their
research ii'idicatcd that teacher attitudes toward children can cither decrease
or increase -their I. Q. potential. The experiment was conducted in an elementary
school heavily populated with low-incoine cluldren. All children were tested
With a new T. Q. instrument unfamiliar to the teachers. About ten ehildren from
each classroom were selected at random and assigned either to a control group
or the experimental group. The teachers had no knowledge of the experiment
which consisted solely of making casual comments to the teachers that certain
children showed a rather high achievement potential. Such children, it was
pointed out, would make rnthcr substantial intellectual gains during the coming
year.
AH children worn; tested nt tlie end of the academic year with the same
instrumeiit. There were strong indications that children jrom who)ii tcacheis
10
expccled ;c.vnle,- achioro.mmt
.potually made substantial gains. Careful foliow-
up jndicmcd Him Ur. tcaclicr did nDt-spend more tin- UI, Uuaac children and,
the more the e.vpcrimenial group gained, the more their classmates gained,
, e roseai-chcrs conelndod that the explanation for those gains lay in subtle
, achor behaviors such as facial expression, voice, or posture. Basically,
. toolings created in the children by the teacher's communicated expectations
u. ;,o tlic intellectual increase.
In the more recent writing-.s of Beatty (1969), he has presented a
clearer understanding of currieiilimv and classroom environment as an enhance-
ment for c3iK)tiona] growth through affective media. He contends that we have
rn-stakenly tried to apply the guidelines of Carl Rogers (1962) and Abraham
o'.idtsiow (1963) to the iostcring of intellectual behavior. Beatty states that we
i 1 c; made Hiis mistake because educators distrust many of their ow-n feelings
are
. ao noi understand the relationship bctw'cen feelings and intellectual behavior.
Finally, I believe that teachers who become sensitive
to their ow'n feelings and emotion w^ould be able to
encourage children to explore the conflicts which
thc3^ feel. This does not take expert knowdedge; the
key behavior is listening and responding with under-
standing.
It is my understanding that children who experience
such a teacher w'ould themselves become more alive.
They w'ould maintain aw'arencss of their feelings and
emotion and they w'ould understand what they mean
to themselves and others. This w'ould increase
their self understanding and ability to jnake choices
which wco’c beneficial to their own dcvclop]rient.
Some of Hie confliets Ijotw'cen personal w'orth and
ability to cope might be resolved (Beatty, 1969, pp. 87-88).
11
tc:icher,s
rcq'.u'siic
In Jiit, name writing Beatty suggests that pathways toward helping
cijiri educniors deal with their own feelings (seen by him as a" pre-
fer teaching) should bo sought through sensitivity training. From such
climate
.
Another clmnge in teaclior behavior which I would
expect to evolve would be n much better emphasis
on personal valuing of experiences. The intellectual
methods of evaluating would iiot be ignored, but in
most areas of schoed work the most important
learning for a child is not the value to society, but
the value to liim, the learner. It is his feelings which
tell him this, not the judgements of histoi’y or the
experts. This process is the source of values and
v/c cannot leave the development of values to chance
(Beatty, 1069, p. 87).
The primar3'' concern of Beatty is in fostering affective guidelines for
emotional growth. It is the intention of this study to apply similar principles to
the fostering of emotional and intellectual behavior in children. In my view,
helping the child become a learner requires the collective impact of the affective
and the intellectual areas of growth. Young children deprived of love and warm
emotional trea.tment fail to achieve their best growth physically, intellectually,
and emotionally. Tliis is supported b}' studies of notable experimenters in the
field of anthropology and psychology. It has been pointed out that the longer
children live in substandard environmental conditions without the expressed
warmth thro; gh emotional rclationslups with others, for example, orphanages,
(Skcels and Fillmore, 1037; Skccls ct al, 10.3S) their I. Q. is progressively
12
lowered in comparison to the I. Q. of comparable children reared in more
iavorablc environments. Greater crcdiliility for these findings arc reports of
progressive decline in the intelligence scores of isolated mountain and canal-
boat childroii who grow up in similar environments (Asher, 1935; II. Gordon,
1923; Sherman and Kc3g 1032; Wheeler, 1942).
Among non-white children, tendencies toward self-deprecation and
poor self-concept h.ave been noted to depress achievement levels (Dreger, 1960;
Keller, 1963; and Silverman, 19G3).
Goff (19o4) found that lower class cliildren have lower achievement
potential because they have more feelings of inadequacy than children from
higher income homes. However, in a more recent study (Gordon, 1965), it was
pointed out that depressed self-concept is not so prevalent a condition, and that
even where it is present it m.a3 ’- have little negative bearing on achievement. He
further states that it is possible that positive or negative feelings of self-worth
may operam I’cspec live I3' to depress or accelerate achievement.
Li either evcjit, there is overwhelming evidence that basic attitudes
about one's self arc fundamental in establishing a scheme of learning patterns
.eat are prerequisite to the growth of more complex pattern (Brunner, 1960;
Erikson, 1068; Ilawkcs, 1968; Ilogcx's, 1963; Piaget and Inheldor, 1969; Prescott,
1966; Morgan, 1969).
in a general sense, many educators and psychologists (Weisskopf,
1963; Maslow, 1962; Bulilcr, 19C7) have expressed concern that our civilization
faces a crisi^; becau.se of its one-sided emphasis on utilitarian and functional
13
aspects 01 life. Weisskopf admits that this <;rnphasis has led to an unprccidcntcd
deg) cc of loclinnlogical
.success, but it has left Western )nan with a longing for
a WO) Id outlook wliicli gives )i)orc )))oaning to human existence.
At .stalte i.s tlio )’odiscovery of a lost realitj^ At
Stake is the reconquost of the meaning of our
cxi.stcnce wliich lias ])ecome ])ieaningless
(Weisskopf, p. IG).
In many )uo)-c Sj^ecific ways educators and psychologists (Bloom, Krathwhol
and ki..
affect)',
:or CO,;
saia, 10:31)) have experienced a great deal of difficulty in identifying
/e objectives in school p)'og)’a)'ns at all levels, 'l^'liis has not boon ti’ue
.
diivc ax'oas. In an attonpt to classify educational goals, I'esearchers
have experienced similar emphasis as they went about the task of developing a
taxono)ny of educational objectives.
We studied the history of several major courses at
" the gciicral education level of college. Typically we
found that in the original statement of objectives
there was frequently as much emphasis given to
affective objectives as to cognitive objectives.
Someti)wcs in the early years of the course some
small attonpt was made to secure evidence on the
extent to which students were developing in the
affective behaviors.
However, as we followed some of these
courses over a period of ten to twent}'' years, we
found a rather rapid dropping of the affective
objectives from the statements about the course
and an almost complete disappearance of efforts
at appraisal of student growth in this domain.
It is evident to us that there is a character-
istic type. of c)-osion in which the original intent
of a course or educational progrn)n becomes woi-n
down to that which can be explicitly evaluated for
grading purposes and that which can be taught
th)’OUgh verbal inothods (lectures, discussion,
I'cading iwatcrials) (Bloom, p. 16).
lA
'i'nc role of affective eclucation in the early years of childhood growth
(Pjag-ct, lf)G9) is very mudi a necessary component in the learning-growth
process. However, in his attempt to systematically study the role of affect
in this progrcs.s Piaget has described some inhilnting factors. "Studying the
infani aliecovei}^ is muon more difficult than studying his cognitive functions.
. .
"
(x’iagct, 19G0, p. 21). Previous attempts to study affectivit}^ in infanej^ followed
cne 1 ' j’cuciian psychoanal3dical model which relied hcavil3'’ upon the I'ccall of
early childhood e.\])criencos after one had reached adulthood. Current models of
research as cmplo3'cd 103' Piaget involve the direct empix’ical appr-oach using
infants as subjects.
Even though the major focus of this study is toward the affective domain,
the impact of the cognitive and affective ai-eas as they produce a composite
potential for learning will be assessed.
Several studies have indicated that the school's poor success with
certain low-income pupils can be attributed to a learner's belief that he cannot
read, write, or do arithmetic. The child's probability for learning is' I’elated
to his view of himself. Grambs, Kvax’aceus (1064), and others have stated
that children with negative concept of self will not profit as much from the
school experience as the child with more positive views of self.
The view of self thal is held by black children has been found to be
negative in 111003'’ in.stai’ '.os, and therefore a contributor to school failure.
The problem of negative .-.(df concept among black children has been pointed out
by Clark (1058), Dcut.sch (TOGO) and Ausubcl (1963).
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Grambs and Kvaraccns have suggested that schools take an active role
in enhancing; the self concept of low income children. They go further to point
out i,hat ciiiiiculum and I’csearch in affective areas of growth is lacking,
ilcccntly, scAC] al school pj’ograms have begun to attempt si^stcmatic curriculum,
and teacher attitude change, in dcvolopijtg a,ffective programs.
The Pontiac, Michigan School District during the 1967-68 school year
introduced a new elementary school program designed to enhance the self
concept of l.ilack pupils (l^arkoughnctt and Smith, 1969). The program idea was
stijmilatcd by ihe previously mentioned research of Clark, Deutsch, and
Ausubcl.
A test with a measure of self worth was conducted on a city wide basis.
Mean scores were obtained on the twenty-eight elementary schools in the
Pontiac System. The school selected for the program was on the basis of the
lowest mean score. No one in the system was surprised when the selected
school was announced to the faculty participants. The school was located in the
most segregated part of town, whose residents were among the lowest income
eaimers. The school was of modern design, and the teaching staff was integrated.
The team selected consisted of the school principal, teachers, and a
school psychologist. The group met to design a series of activities assumed
to be of value in cnho.ncing self concept. Help with the plans came from
national consultants known to bo knowledgeable in the area of childi’en's self
concept.
16
The loan^ bc[;nn its approach to worl^ with the view that self concept is
a learned thins evolving out of lurman relationships. Teachers were seen as
primary people in the lives of children with whom such relationships are Ixiilt.
Tne plan wluch evolved from the team's meetings, readings, and sessions with
consultants, resulted in a detailed set of activities directed toward the goal of
positive icinjorccmcnt. ihe activities in the program wliich were found to be
the most effective in enhancing self concept were:
Children iiad a pci’sonal scrapboolc in which pictures
of the child doing something positive were placed.
Rewards were given to many students, as well as
individual praise and recognition, and special
attention for aca.demic and social accomplishments.
Bulletin boards pointing out specific accomplish-
ments of children were lavish.
A new grading system which indicated the "number
correct" at the top of the child's paper rather than
the "number wrong. "
Children were constantly reminded of contributions to
American life by non-v.iiite people. "Black is
Beautiful" was a part of each classroom's display.
Black role models were brought into the school.
They talked to children individually and in small
groups.
At the end of the program year, measures of self concept, attitudes
toward school, and achievement wore obtained on all students. The results
indicated a significant difference between the cxpei’imcntal and control group
in terms of the students view of himself as a learner. The experimental group
17
mcrnbo’S at the end of the program tliought of themselves as competent learners
to a greater degree than did momlmrs of the control group.
The evaluation material indicated that a school can design and implement
an afioctivc program in today's ovcrachicving oriented society'’. Such programs
arc often costly; the Pontiac study used I'itle III funds.
This study of affective curriculum is an attempt to demonstrate that
such strategics can bo infused into the regular school activities through the
tcachei''s interaction witii students. The only cost will be time and effort.
Another carl3' childhood program dealing with affective curriculum was
introduced at the Twin Trees Nursery School in La Jolla, California. The
Human Dovclopmont Program, as it was called, set aside twenty minutes a day
(but not necessarily limited to it as a ininimimi) in nursery school and kindergarten
classes for guided group experiences. The activities were designed to develop
self-confidence in children as a means of insuring the motivation to learn. The
program designers suggested that children and teachers arrange themselves in
a circle comprised of ten participants as a necessary structux’e for maximizing
the program's potential. It was stressed that smaller groups offer too little
opportunity' for children to discover the range of individual differences in human
reactions, while larger groups demand too much patience fronx the children.
The experiences of the daily "Magic Circle" wei’e always related to
progj’am "oals. In other words, the tcachci’ makes plans for teaching cci'tain
letters of lV.v Mphribct, therefore, similar stnu-tures and plans should.be
devised tc^ 'rolp cliildren develop .self-confidence.
18
The program began as an experiment in 1964, and researchers
associated witli its operation have reported;
By tesiing and refinement, we developed a curriculum
wliich explains personality development in simple
tcims, desci'il)cs the most common defense mancLivers,
suggests constructive interventions for thf3 maladaptive
behavior, and gives scmi-structurod, daily plans for
classroom use.
The cbjkb'cn in the Human Development Program, I
a}n convinced, arc learning at a.ji early and impressionable
ag'o what adults too often learn painfully throug'h
psj'chothcrapv tliat both the negative and positive arc
natural. In place of sociallj^ acquired feelings of guilt,
we belit.vo that children ca)\ develop in a socially
constructive way, with solid feelings of identification,
compassion and empathy.
The program ha.s been introduced into the elementary education courses
ai the bniversity of Southern California, and at San Diego State Teachers
College. Ill 19G9 flic program designers (Bcsscll, 1969) reported that they have'
corrqjlcted the curriculum for four and five year olds, and the basic themes are
projected for six years. The La Jolla School will continue to sci've as a test
laboratory where data will be gathered for the development of a curriculum for
the first six grades of schooling. The curriculum objectives were outlined in
the following m,anncr;
THE PRESENT KINDERGAPTEN CURRICULUM
OE THE HUhlAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM^
Awareness of Self and Olhers (six weeks)
positive feelings
positive thoughts
positive behavior
1 Twin T Nursery School, T,ri Jolla, California.
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Miiatoxy (six weeks)
Concc[)is
Malhcmntjca] Concepts
Pcurfon-nancc Stalls
Motor Coordination
Ilcaltli and Care of Clothiils-o
Social Comprehcn.'.ion
Social Interaction (six weeks)
What did j'ou do tha.t somebody likeLS ?
\Vhat did you do lliat somebody did not like?
What somebody did that you liked.
What somebody did that you did not like.
I-earning to ask for kind behavior.
Learning to give kind behavior.
Awareness (.six weeks)
positive feelings
negative feelings
positive thoughts
negative thoughts
positive behavior
negative behavior
Mastery (six weeks)
Repetition on more sophisticated level, of
earlier ma.stery unit.
Social interaction (six weeks)
Repetition, on a more sophisticated level,
of earlier social interaction unit.
A third program having objectives in the affective domain of child
development has been developed b)-’ Jack Strauss and Richard Dufour of the
Fairfield School System in Fairfield, Connecticut. The designers call it
Discovering Wdio I am: A Humanities Cou rse for Sixth Grade Students . It is a
six week unit integrating literature, social studies, art, ’music, semantics, and
media in the final semester of tlie Fairfiedd Flomcntaiw School.
One of its steted goals is
hig'li school fi'om the iulcrmediate
tci provide a transition for pupils to junior
gj’a(.ios. In this process, attempts were made
to help to slndent in the final year use all of the knowledge and skill that he had
learned cf-.
as a back'd
cing the first six years
to probing into the
of his schooling. The special program served
area of identity as an important area of
kno'vlcdg’c.
Anoihot stated goal is related to tlte findings of Piaget. The program
o>-o:agnei s interpreted Piaget's writing as identifying the ago rang'c from twelve
U) -Osteen as tlio time when children experience ntajor changes in cognitive
eca clopmcut. lo exploit tltis age period, teachers and students sha.red the ways
ar.ci means of investigating tlie meaning of human experience. Greater emphasis
was placed on achieving a scn.se of identity rather than materials, methods, and
numanities subject rr.atter content.
The program concentration was around role-playing and exploring
group behavior. These two techniques were used as a means of helping the
chdcl to search for an identit3^ tlu'ough personal values pointed out to him during
ais participation in these activities.
The themes which played a major role in the course included fair
niindedness, unfair revenge, honesty, prejudice, rcsponsibilit}^ to the self,
responsibility to the group, and the group's responsibility to both.
A second major emphasis was the role of creativity in the development
of identity. Art was used as a medium for creating experiences which forced
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questions cncr.untcrcd liy Iho cmcraing identity of the student. The progrraii
o])ject3vcs wc]'(', categorized into tlirce phases; knowledge objectives, affective
ubjccuves, and jnqmry objectives (Strauss and Dufour, 10G8). The objectives
wci’c outlined in tlie following inanncr:
I. Knowledg'c Olqoctivcs
Ab To knov/ that the humanities help us undex'stand
and deiine the many roles we play as wo develop
an identity.
B. To know tlic Lhougbts and feelings which emerge
as tlic self relates to the vax’ying social situations
have been for others and can bo for us the source
of all the arts.
C. To luxow that to create or understand th.c arts
requires an insight into the self and an under-
standing of the form and materials used by the
artist.
D. To know that values grow out of and determine
reactions to the experiences we have with both
other people and tlie arts.
II. Affective Objectives
A. 'j’o develop a personal definition of honesty, fair-
mindedness, rules, self-acceptance, pi’cjudicc,
revenge, rejection, friendship and rcsponsibilit3 ’-
of individuals and groups.
B. To recognize the uniqueness of each person.
C. To display a desire to identify with the real worlds
and imaginations of other children and adults.
D. To develop a commitment to looking at language
as a clue to misunderstandings and conflicts.
E. 'J'o j-ccognize the role of the senses in acceptance
and rejection of ideas.
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ni. Inquir3' Oi^jcctives
A. To be able to apiTy personal definitions to new
situations.
B. To be able to con-sidor the variety of possibilities
which may be involved in arriving at tlio explanation
of plicnomcna.
C. lo be able to state an "educated guess" on the
•. basis of knowledge and oliservation.
D. To be able to recogni/.c what values are reflected
and promoted in a work of art.
B. io be able to express ideas in original ways.
A variety of media and materials were used by the program implemente
including the Charlie Brown Comic Strip (Charlie’s attitude toward people, and
people's attitude toward him), an "Influence Chart" (a self made profile of each
student's emotional, social, and physical traits), and Family of Man texts.
Slides, and transpara.ncies along with poems, stories, and musical recordings.
T..e program developers were satisfied with the results and concluded that their
objectives wore realized.
rs
A more creative use of nffcclivc curriculum v/as in a 1970 summer
program called "Youth Tutoring Youth. " The project was designed as a cross-
age tutoring program to establish a new rclationsliip between an older pupil
and a younger "underachieving" pupil. The experience for both seemed gratifying
because the younger child had someone older to really listen to him, and the
older student gained from the responsibility.
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The tutors were not expected to teach cognitive skills in any direct
way; a role that -tutors” arc often locked into. Rather, the focus was upon the
two people juvolved jn finding out about who they are and the v/orld around them.
The designers of the program were hopeful that the
-underachieving" student’s
self esteem, and his own self-definition would help to make him more ready to
acquire basic skills like reading and mathematics. In addition to academic skills,
both the student and the tutor learned to sec themselves in positive wa.ys.
A tiainmg package" was developed for the tutor training phase of the
piogiam. The tucors were junior high and high school age, and the children
being tutored were clemcntar}' school age. The tutor training program was
conducted b}' consultants in the field of education who served as -trainers" during
ciie summer months proceeding the program. Implementation of the Youth
Tutoring Youth phase of the project was tlu’ough a variety of activities which
used "self as contemt. " The child's own experiences were used as a means
L,oward readying him for instruction. The stated desirable outcomes of the
Youth Tutoring Youth program arc embodied in this quotation taken from their
manual:'
For the tutce, he will be able to say I am studying about
me, my interests, my likes, my feelings, my sensations,
and the way I experience the community around me —
rather than how other people oi' characters in books ex-
perience the community around me. Thus a key purpose
in Y.T.Y. is to ge t the tutors to hel p their tutees undcr -
stand ihal thev alrcadv know things. ^
1 Natifuuil Commissic'n on Resources for Youth,
New York.
3G West 44th Street, New York,
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The toilcnvlna aetivity,
highly ropreKonlaiivc of the total proo-ram:
A C'.l ’]VITY : 130J)Y TA LK'
DKyCHIPTiON
AND
OBJECTIVES:
i
^
lor the tutor has 'been with Iiis tutoe for smne time, he may
find that a major influence on how well his tutce performs will
bo the tu loo's altitude toward himself (self concept). At that
time it will bo iiiiportant for the tutor to understand that nuich
of the f’-’fco's self concept evolves in part from his attitudes
toward dificrent parts of his body (i.c.
,
eyes, hands, feet,
arms, etc. ). A tutoe who has big lips may feel that this makes
him ugdy and develop a negative view of himself. A tutee who
has skinn3' legs ma3i feel that this ma,kcs him weak and also
develop a negative view of liimsclf. These are just two examples
Ox how a child's attitudes toward his body paxTs can effect his
opinion of himself.
The following exercise, called "Body Talk, " is designed
spooirically to help the tutee become more fully aware of his
body parts and develop a broader range of c}'iteria by which
to value them. Thus, the tutee will be able to view his bod3'' in
a way whiclx is cojxsistcnt with healthy growth. Basically, the
exei’cisc consists of having the tutee fantasize that he is a
specific part of his body. For example, the tutce may "Ixecome"
his knees for the pui'pose of the exercise.
Note to Trainer: It is suggested that the ti'ainer first do this
exorcise with his tutors, and that the trainer should
participate fully in the exercise by becoixxing a body
part hinxsclf and stalling off the exercise. It is also
suggested that the tutors pax'ticipate fully in the exercise,
when they arc doing it with the tutees.
PBOCEDUBE: Announce to the tutees that they arc going to play a new game
"Body Talk" and ask them to be seated on the floor in a circle.
After the tutees are seated, the tutor then infoxmis the tutees
that the g'amc is played by having everyone pi’ctcnd they aim just
a i>art of tlicir body such as their feet. In other words, if every-
one is pretending they arc their hpmds, then everyone says w!\at
be thinks his bands would say if hands could talk. Following
these instructions the tutor should tell the tutees tliat they arc
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r,oing to start tlio game off by having each person in the circle
ta\c tin. Ho pictending he is his feet. Each person should have
lus loot tell everyone how he feels and what he likes best.
I'or example, the feet might feel too big because the other feet
ai'ound liim semn to be smaller. The feet may feel strong be-
cause. ^thc3' mn fast, ihc feet may like best not having shoes on.
io help give the tutce an idea of how to respond, the tutor
should start the game off. After each tutee has had a turn at
doing the above, the tutor next asks the tutces to take turns
again having their feet tell everyone about some of the things
it docs, following this the tutces should be informed that they
will continue game on another day. Each time they play,
they Will pi.'ctend tlicy arc a different pa.rt of their bod3'.
rOLIjOi/- ihc next tv/o liincs tliat the tutec's pla^' the g'arne, it is suggested
THKOUGII; tlrit they pretend they arc their hands, and then their arms.
Also, the tutor should try to expand the t3''pcs of questions he
can ask the bod3' parts to rcpl3^ to (list at end of instructions).
After the tutces have played the game at least three times, the
tutor can ask the tutces to each pick the body parts they like
best and take turns pretending the3^ are that part. At this time
the tutor might also begin to hold discussions on body parts wdth
the tutces follow'ing the game to see what the tutce is learning'
and how lie is growing through the exercise.
The four programs described in the final pages of this section are
representative of wa.ys in which affective curriculum can be integrated into
educational prog'ro.ms for children. There arc a limited number of programs
desci’ibcd in literature which I'cly heavily upon affective objectives. How'ever,
the number is increasing daily as educators become more and more aw'are that
children can learn in school to understand and enact the fundamentals of social
interaction, including respect for each other, as w^cll as the ability to interact
W'ith adults and o'thcr children in a spii’it of trust and cooperation.
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’j'lONS
yonrs of schooling- proceeding gracle three, wliich
is usu.'tlly i-)cIo\v the chronolc>gic:il age of nine.
• 01)jcctivcs which cj-nphasizc rcmoniboring; or reproducing
sonictlcng v/hicii nas prcsumnhly boon learned, as well as objectives which
involYO. vhc solving of .some iivicllectual task for which the individual lias to
octcj jPinc tlic essential problem and then reorder, give matci’ial or combine it
with idciis, methods, or procedures previously learned (Bloom, 195G),
Affective : 01;>jectivcs which emphasize a feeling of tone, and emotion.
or degree of accciif nnee or rejection. Affective objectives vary from simple
attention to selected phcriorncna to complex but internal qualities of chaxacter
and coriSciciice (Bloom, 1956).
Wlicn behavior is studied in its cognitive aspect,
we are concerned with its structux’es; when behavior is
considered in its affective aspect, we arc concerned with
its energetics (or "economics, " as Pieri’e Janet used to
say). While these two aspects cannot be reduced to a
single aspect, they are nevertheless inseparable and
compjcmcnt;iry. For this reason we must not be sur-
prised to find a marked paimllesism in their respect to
evolutions. D’ho cognitive schemes which are initially
centered upon tl\c child's own action become the means
by which, the child constructs an objective and "dcccntcred"
universe; simi]arl3g and at the same sensori-rnotor levels,
affectivity proceeds from a lack of differentiation between
the self and the physical and human enviromnent toward
the coixstruction of a group of exchanges or emotional
investments wliich attach the differentiated self to other
persons (through; interpersonal feelings) or things (through
inlorests at various levels) (Piaget and Inheldcr, 19G9,
p. 21.)
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To provide a basis for their approach to work, educators have drawn
heavily from theories of learning- and growth which have been developed
primarily by branches of psychology. The theories which seem to have the
greatest implications for the practice of teaching may be classified in terms of
their view of the relationship between the learner and his environment.
ihe theory which considers the environment as the most important factor
in this relationship (Bandura and Walters, 1963) serves as a basis for the classical
subject centered, didactic approach to teaching. The second type of theory
consideis the learner the most active clement in the relationship. This idea
foimed the foundation for educators who stress learning by discover}' (Brunner,
1960) and learning by problem solving in uncontrived situations. The third type
oi thooi'}' wliicli emphasizes the environment and the learner as almost equally
important in the acquisition of knowledge (Piaget and Inhclder, 1969) seems to
form the basis for many of the innovations in curriculum and approaches to
teaching in today's schools.
The stimulus-response theories form the basis for educators who see
the environment as the primary active factor in the learning experience. The
basic principle of the S-R theory is that practically all behavior is learned
(Skinner, 1938). The learning takes place in small segments rather than large
chunks. In their view, in order to understand how a child develops, we need to
show liow the child's natural environment establishes for him a set of experiences
and rewards that teach him to respond in a socially acceptable manner. The
child learns aduK [)atte'rns of behavior, as well as adult values through the
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oxperioncc. of ,-rowios Throoghout childhood each chikl'c aoUons acc
either reinforced, ignored, or pnni.ahed. Sm.aU segments of learning can be
planned and direcled by the control of tinene three faetore. The child learn.,
ihroogh as.socfations nvith various rc.,p„„so, to his behavior.
Idea,, derived from (his theory are implicit in the performance of the
teacher tvho prefer, the direct instructional method which ha, specific predictable
outcomes. Tlie "lessons" arc representative of a body of knowledge to be
presented to the class. The cl,ass is inspired or motivated to acquire this
knov.ledge foi- the desired stimulus, which can be the teacher or parent (society)
approval
.
In m3' view, this approach to learning minimizes creativit)', risking
behavior and the development of identity, which are valuable goals of child
aevclopmcnt. The learner acccls to develop muscle to come to grips with the
man3' px'obicnis of our culture. These problems ai’e neither predictible nor
controiicd, but burst upon the scene during various stages of growth. Learning
jS not jneiel}' an accumulation of knowledge and facts, but a process of growth.
Many educators over-reacted to the preceding model and went to the '
opposite extreme. They are X'eprescntative of the second t3'po of theory. Among
them: the progressive education movement (Dewey, 1916), and the discovery
method (Bruner, I960), was a reaction to traditional approaches to teaching
which reqnil’cd drill, rote-memorization and catechism. People in progx'cssive
education sti’csscd the need for adequate referent experiences. In their view,
the child is in the most siraiegic jjosition to iuake choices from among educational
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i.grodie„iB II.., t „avo Iho ™o.st relevancy K.r his prevailing needs. The ennphasi
on the ehildh, experience and sponinnooas industrionsness. and his autonomy
as a le.nrner, free of ,nll direct manipulation, servos as a Ixasis for many
proo-rarns of Ihc "iiiterost-center" and "problom-solvino-" variety.
This niodol docs represent a more affective view than the first becoiuse
it allows the child to participate actively in the pi aiming of bis own learning.
It docs nebh, however, allow for a distinct role for the teaclicr. The teacher
and child have human needs separate and apart from the acquisition of knowledge
or the discovery of how tl.ing.s worlc. The teacher as a facilitator needs to help
tue child make choices as they both participate in each others growth. The
teacher needs to observe each child's behavior within the learning environment
and help him to restructure it to meet his ever changing needs. The teacher
Should contrive, through specific curriculum planning to help each child to build
a positive image of himself as a person and a learner. Such a curriculum area
should allow ior the active participation of both the child and the teacher, to
ena.blc each to bettor cope with the world on their own terms. This is not
mcrel3' sdaptation to what is but the abilit}'' to affect one's own environment.
The extremes of the first two theories have been avoided in more
recent theories which appear to be a combination of them. The current theories
define an active role for the learner and his cnvii'onmcnt. Classroom environ-
ments and approaches of tin's type arc referred to as "Activity
Ccntor<;::h " "Open Classroom," and "Infant School." The developmental
psychology of Joan Piaget is hJghiy representative of the new and emerging
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ideas about the growth and development of children. Piaget emphasizes that
the basjs of all learning is tlio child's own activity aa he interacts with his
physical and social environment. The learner docs not interact with his
environment as an isolated individual, but rather, he interacts with it as a part
of a social group. Tnrough accommodation and assimilation the child grows from
a narrov.' sclf-vicv/ of the world toward a broader outlook as the result of
c.xpericncing ideas and viowiioints of other people. This growth takes place as
the chile passes through four distinct stages of mental development. Piaget
defines these stages as sensori-raotor, prc-opcrational, concrete operations,
and iormal operations. The stages arc representative of growth patterns in
OLhci’ theories, and arc described in a chart depicting an outline of current
ihodcls of Cai.Iy human rcl.ationships (see page 7)
. The theories of
P.-^'ct and Erikson seem to come more closely to describing what is needed if
regular school programs ai'c to reflect the affective domain and exploit its
possibilities for reinforcing the cognitive domain. However, when specific
curriculum of Affective Education is implemented as important in its own right,
it can function in either of the three theoretical learning environments. The
environment selected for this study were classrooms and teachers whose '
approach to work rcHectccl the theories of Piaget and Erikson. ^
1 Sec, Outline of Current Model:; of Early Human Relationships, Appendix I.
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CHAPTER II
SITE SKI.KCTTON FOR THE STUDY
iwo different; nnd (Instant, sites were selected for tlie study. The Chandler
School in Somersworth, Now Harnpslhrc, and Public School 178 in Brooklyn, New
York wei-e chosen on the basis of tlieir ethnic compositions and the "oi)cn
classioon^ approach to work employed b}' their teaching' staffs.
Public Scirml T7R, Brookly n, New York
Public Seuoc'I 178 is one of eight schools in the experimental distinct of
Occan-TIill Brownsville. It is located iji one of the more well known low-income
communities in the United States and borders on, as well as includes some parts
of Bedford-Stuyvesant - another well known low-income community. According'
to the United States Census, the medium family income ranged from $3,000
to $5,100, with as many as 2/3 of the families fa,lling below the $4,000 level.
Serious crimes and male uncmplo^nncnt are among the highest in the city, with
every indication that both are on the increase. The figures of the Department of
Social Services (public assistance, ADC, etc.) indicate that 31 percent of the
commu‘.'it3^ population receives grants from their funds.
The total community is pi'cscntly undergoing urban renewal changes in
residential buildings and some public facilities. Like many low-income ax’eas,
this traiusiUcmnl construction iihasc is depre.ssing and demoralizing. During
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such times tnc entire area appears to be a bombed-out war torn city. Buildings
arc pm-Dally dcmniiKhcd, streets are littered with artifacts of demolition,
children use abandoned Imildings for play and many arc injured seriously. This
hazardous condition is heightened by a group of small fires continuously blazing
or smoldering in lots where junk has been dumped. The completed construction
and cican-up process is extremely long, lasting 5 to 10 years in many low-income
communities. Commercial and non-commcrcia.1 buildings in the more affluent
paiTs of the city are completed in less than half the time. This serves to anger
residents because of the ob.scrvcd double standard.
Public School 1/h is siLuatcu among a variety of different family living
facilities. In the front of the building, and immediately across the street is a
row of well kept private homes, as well as a few small apartment houses.
Behind the school the same residential pattern prevails. The east and west
borders of the school arc completely different. The west side of the building,
and one block away, there is a very modern ''middle -in come” apartment building
with pla3'ground and swimming pool facilities which on special occasions can be
used by school groups. Thex’e is also pai’king facilities for residents. The
income of families in the development range from $8,000 to $15,000. Strict
rules of income govern applications from those being considered for tenancy,
however, the rents ai-e high enough to exclude families with yearly incomes
below $G, 000.
At the cast end of the l)lock there nrc several dilapidated apartment
biiiidings. Many aj'c in such poor ccjndition tliat several floors are boarded up as
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unlivablc; ITousin- vioUilions arc rampn.nl in such structures, and landlords arc
unwillinp'io make repairs.
WlK-n citi- housin- depnrlmonls working through the courts attempt to
force land]o)-ds and other building owners to make necessary repairs, they often
abandon tlmir buildings rather than do so. The other seven schools in the Ocean
Ilill-Jji ownsville a3'oa are in tlie inidst of similar m.’ban renewal transition.
1 he level of education of the adult population is lower than that for the
lost Oi the cIl}'. 1 his condition is gradual!}' improving through special educational
improvement and "new ca-rcers" programs for paraprofessionals who can secure
eniploymciit ju scnools, hospitals, and social agencies. Blacks compidse
approximately 7.3 percent of the population with Puerto Pdcans constituting 24
percent and other, 3 percent.
The unit administrator (.similar to local supei'intendent) of the experi-
mental disti’ict has stated that the acadeiwic retardation of the studoit population
is 58 percent. In other words, 6, 000 pupils in the district are three or more
years bcliind in basic subject skills (McCoy, 1968). Estimates predicting the
academic success of students from this district within the last five years show
that the high school attrition rate exceeds 70 percent with less than one percent
of those graduating fi-om high school receiving an academic diploma.
All of the schools in the district are eligible for various remedial and
compeii.eul.or}' progi’nms offered l)y the New York City Board of Education. In
this resj^C'Cl, the pei’ pupil opcj'aling cost for each school is approximately .‘^>900,
while the average for the city is
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School 178 io o,:o of seven..! hundred school buildings in New York
City which was built during the 1030's. The walls have been painted ^nd patched
many ti,ncs. A basement area serves as the cafeteria (most of the lunch is cold
except for soup), the auditorium is small with many blind spots, the natural
lighting is poor, and electrical lighting is inadequate in most rooms.
There is a gmoat deal of ptirent activity stimulated mostly by early child-
hood faculty, ami summer headstart type programs. The school had seven
cufi.ercnt "cxpcririumlal" programs of great diversity going on at the time of this
sutdy. These programs range frmn parents being cast in the role of actual
classroom teachers, (with the support of a daily training program), to the use of
special packaged programs (Project Read, SRA, etc.) b^^ the regular teaching
staff. There were also many teachers who approached the teaching task in
ira,diiional wa3ss without any involvement in "special programs. " Recent
measurements of the effectiveness of the new appx’oaches to teaching was conducted
b3'- the district office staff. The results which were I’eported in narrative form
indicated a great deal of improvement in pupil achievement.
In addition to the regular classroom arrangements and assignments of
children to traditional chronological grade level and room placements, Public
School j 78 had the following special prograins at the time of this study:
Project Serve : A program which involved intermediate school
children in a luiorial relationship with elementary age children.
The emphasis was on reading. (This program is similar lo
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Youth Tutors Youth discussed in Chapter I.
)
Project Read : Pi'ogrammcd materials designed for work with
children in a cross-age manner. "Lets children progress at
their own rate of speed regardless of grade." Materials designed
by the Behavioral Research Laboratory were used as the foundation
for the project.
Strengthening Early Childhood Program : Intensive work with
teachers in grades pre-school to three to help solve classroom
curriculum problems. Paraprofcssionals and other staff members
working with these grades are given time to attend seminars and
workshops which are planned by district office supeiwisory
personnel.
Montessori Class : A class of children ages 4 to 6 together with a
trained Montessori teacher served as a demonstration model for
other staff people who might want to learn new teaching techniques
of the Montessori nature. Visitations were arranged for teachers
and outside visitors as well.
Parents and Teachers : A special classroom arrangement for a
parent-teaching cooperative in mathematics and reading. In grades
three and four, parents taught math concepts and conducted reading
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clinics for small groups of children in the classroom under the
supervision of the regular teacher. Daily sessions are held
with the parents as a group to train them for this role. Such
sessions are conducted by the regular teacher, and on occasion
by a supervisox’y staff person.
Mathematics Program : This program provided a lab training-
session for parents and teachers who work in grades three and
four. A mathematics specialist seiwcs as a trainer for teaching
the understanding and use of Cuisenaire Rods, Dines Blocks,
and other materials I'clated to algebra. Directly following each
session with the "trainer,” parents went into classi'ooms and
conducted math lessons to an entire class. Attempts were made
to enable the teaching parent to assume the full teaeher role for
periods of time.
Teacher Training Progi\am : An intensive training program for
teachers who were interested in learning the "new math" and
the techniques in teaching it to children. Sessions were conducted
after school and attendance was voluntary.
Public School 178 had four teachers in early childhood who were using
the "open classroom" approach to teaching. They all seemed to pcrfoimx
well,
and visitors to the experimental district were usually encouraged to
visit these
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classrooms when they wisliod to sec an early childhood program in action. My
attendance at regularly scheduled staff meetings of early childhood teachers
provided the oppoi’tunity for me to introduce the affective curriculum study. The
first meeting was filled with probing questions, and signs of suspicion among
the teaclicrs. I assured them that the planning of activities would be a eooperative
venture and that their ideas were of great value to the success of the project.
After the initial px'esentation, they were interested in the affective eurriculum to
an extent that by the second meeting they had already drawn up some suggestions
for eurrieulum content.
The Chandler School, Somersworth, New Hampshire
The Chandler Sehool is loeated in Somersworth, New Hamipshire, ten
miles from the University of New Hampshire, at Durham.
Aeeording to the Now Hampshire Department of Health and Welfare the
19G9 residential population for Somersworth is 9,856. There are no non-whites
registered as residents of the town, and during my weekly visits for a period of
6 months I never saw a person in Somersworth who eould be described as non-
white .
The town has the lowest tax rate in the state, and utilizes a great deal of
volunteer help from citizens in the running of their local government. As the
result of recent urban renewal pi'ojects which took less than three years, they
now have a new Tri-City Shopping Plaza, and three industrial parks. 3’hc Dover
Shoe Company is one of the two major industries in the locality employing more
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tiiai’i 25 v.'or’iors . iho con'ipany juat cornplctocl builrling a new slructux'c lo replace
their old and inadectuate one. Tin's represents for Soniersworth llic first new
ra.cU>ry building .since 1900. Also s'naring in the urban renewal project was a
n -wly biiill ei\M'l dt'fen.nc center and Somerswo rlii'.s first nniniriipal library.
According to t!)c 19G0 United yiales Census, the medium family income
ranged from $1,.500 to $4,000, with as many as one-half of the families falling
below the $.3,000 level. Tlie most serious crime cornmiiicd during the year of
19G9 was assault. During that year the; total number of as.saults x'cg-istoi'cd at tlic
police department was 12. This crime was outnumbered by "abusive and profane
language--" (13), and drunk and disoi'dcrly" (51). The total number of all cxomios
committed in Somersv/orth for the year was 132. The total number of registered
juvenile crimes for the year was 30. Of all juvenile offenses 7 were descn'bed
as "Delinquent Children, " 5 as "Drunk, " 4 "Possession of Beer, " and 2 "Being
present where marijuana v/as kept, or in the possession of it. "
OTiese statistics are cited here because they reflect the length and breadth
of "citizen criminality" in the small community of Soinersworth, and gives the
re ader a comparative view of both coirununitics in this regard.
P’h.c Somci'sworth school district now lias two clemcntai'y schools, one
middle school, and one hlgli school. 3?hey arc designed to serve several
adjoining coromunitics as well as Somersworth. In 1969, a Junior Hign School
expansion Project was eompletcd .so that it could servo as a middle school ior
students in ;:;rrdos five to eight. Students in grades one to four were housed in
tile two lower grade scliools, Chamilci' and Hilltop.
Ouring tlic year a plaii lo admit a laj-go number of Roll ins ford (a nearbj'
community) students in1o the Sojnersworth schools in grades 7-12 was enacted.
Rjiown as too AUKA school plaii of the State of New Hampshire, the ari’angement
...-.'dslcci bolh communities cducatioiially ;md economically. Kducaticurilly, the
.n provided sufficient enrollment to expand the numlicr of classes which were
offered. Financially, Somersworth received tuition from Rollin.sford on a per-
bueis, and a ten percent increase in building aid from the state. A lengthy
saidy preceeded the plan which brought Rollinsford and Somersworth community
people togetlier as neighbors working on a common plan. The cooperalive venture
also added a full time nurse and another bus to the school system. An oversight,
however, left the school lunch program over-burdened.
The new middle school building was built without interior walls in order
'CO "keep pace with new educational developments. " It is known in the towm as an
"Open School, " and I’esidents seem to take pride in the new concept. The teaching
staff considers it an opportunity for "individualized instruction" because movable
dividers can be maneuvered to accommodate large or small groups with as many
teachers as desired. The town of Portsmouth which is 10 miles awa3'' is attempeing
a similar experiment in the lower grades.
The Chandler and Hilltop Schools arc attempting to work this way within
the limitafions created by the two old buildings. The Somersworth School District
provided training; through workshops and guest speakers, as well as a vaiicty of
forums in facilitate the whole teaching staff in tlic district changing their teaching
approach from the traditional to the "Open Classroom. " A district-wide.
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ji'-dorrilly funded projc'cl, named S014VE (Support of Open Concept Lcarninf; Ai-eas
O'hrou‘;ii Vnried Educatiomd Teams), was designed to aid in the development of
the open school concept in Somersworth and in five other districts; Rfichcster,
Franklin, Portsmouth, Keene, and Mascenic. It was the intention of the plan to
support the impiementing of tlie less traditional approach to teaching.
The Chandler School was built before 1900. It is a wood structure which
creaks and groans undci' the foot ti'affic of children and adults all thi oug'h the
school da3'. Tiie stairs arc ricketj'- and worn, with
many visible patched up areas.
The first day of my arrival more repairs were being done on the stairs. Because
there had been no bannister, a ehild had fallen through from the seeond
to the
first floor. The rooms were large and well ventilated, and employed
many
homemade partitions and book eases.
Chandler is a small school, having only 8 classrooms. There is
a
small kitchen and lunchroom on the first floor where two
elderly ladies prepare
the lunch each day. It appears that they go about their
task as jf they were
preparing a ;ncal Cor guests in their home. Bread is baked
eaeh day, and many
meals are served with fresh vegetables.
The classreoms seemed ctfective in that they were
all organised,
eCfieicnt workrooms whore there was opportunity [oi
motor and sensory
experiences. In each classroom ther-c wore two or
throe teaching adults.
Child,-en appro,rehed wilhoul fear as I ente,-ed
their room, and qr, icily asked my
name so as to introduce me to ether
classmates. Thoro were many ,nedia for
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learning' and )nany opj:)0)'Uiniljcs for inakinj^ choices. There were vindei-standablo
rules and well-defined idiysical structiu'cs where children were able to control
aiid organize themselves and to develop shills for mastery in their enviroiiment.
In one room the teaching team informed me that they were not satisfied with the
children's ability to control tiic outbursts of excitement or the noise level at
times; especially when it interfered with the work of other children. In an effort
to j'educc the negative effects of this condition, the team at that time was experi-
menting with behavior modification techniques as a strategy; it seemicd to work
well during my visit.
As the children went about their work, they moved and talked freely.
Thew made plans and carried them out. In one room in pai’ticular an egg-hatching
cx])crimcnt provided an opportunity for children to categorize, sec relationships,
and solve problems. In this experience and others they learned how to organize
and record information. The boundaries of the classrooms were extended by a
creative use of extra-wide hallways; this seemed very effective.
The teachers seemed to encourage direct observations ot the impoitant
aspects of the child's environment through a variety of field trips. These were
not always elaborate escapades to far-away places, but to local areas familiar
to the child's eye view, which were somehow never quite discussed with him by
other grown-ups.
The teachers seemed to introduce central themes of study or activities
whicli helped children to become aware of the world around them. First, themes
were elaborated from the planned environment (organizing chores, caring
for
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pels and planis, cooking, building, etc.), then frora those aspects of the co:nrnunity
in wliicli the cldldrea coukl sec rclntionships, solve prol^lcms and u.^e their skills.
'J'cachers seemed very innovative in tliis area; one used a newly developed api:>rf)ach
toWork attack sl<i11s and another introduced new math concepts.
The natural talents of the teaching team was also utilized. A teaching
assistant brought his guitar to class and together with the children made up a
delightful song which was performed by the group.
Hilltop School is a few blocks west of Chandler on the town’s main street.
Although Hilltop School was not a part of the study, several visits there revealed
a similar physical plant, student body, and teaching staff. In other words, the
previous description of Chandler could very well serve for Hilltop School as well.
The teacher’s at Hilltop were "experimenting" with the affective curriculum as
the result of "information sliaring" with Chandler School teachers at monthly
district- wide teachers' conferences.
On several occasions I was requested to make a presentation of the
curriculum ideas to teacher groups. I conducted one workshop for Project
Serve (described earlier), and participated in several lunch hour forums with
early chilclnood teacher groups. The sessions took the form of a brief
presentation of the Affective Curriculum followed by a discussion and questioning-
period. Diiring these presentations the teachers were "put-thiough the
activities in the same manner as their pupils would be. I served as "Facilitator"
to "model" the teacher role for the gi'oup. Such demonstrations proved to
relieve the group’s anxiety over instituting the new and novel curriculum
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st).ilcgics ^;ugges^c(l l:)y the Arioctivo LAirriculiuii
. It also pi'ovided aii opportunity
for the Clrtncllor vSehool teachers, who had experienced the utilization of the
ClIi iicullirn, to picscnt fi)'st-liand experiences and assist me in answering the
questions of tlioir colleagues.
i hose sessions tog'cthcr with small group and individual informal
encounters between school personnel and myself, stimulated an enthusiasm for
the Afiective Curriculum throughout the district. For example, upon request I
helped to plan and conduct a Human Relations Workshop for ninth grade pupils in
the junior high school on the strength of a description of the curriculum made to
tlie principal of that school during an informal conversation with a colleague in
the lower grades.
Chandler Scliool a,nd Public School 178 were similar in the following ways:
1. The student population age range was from 4 to 10.
2. The teacher population in the classrooms which w'erc used b}''
this study used the "open classi’oom," or "interest centex’cd"
approach.
3. These teachers, less than two years prior to the study, had
worked in more traditional ways with children. They all had
less than three years experience working in the current
manner.
4. Children were encouraged to participate actively in planning
their own curriculum.
5. Supervising personnel were accessable and actively involved
in teacher assists.
G. Frequent workshops and seminars reinforced the ndministrations
commitment to the open classroom a|)proach to teaching.
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Chandler School and Public School 178 were differeni. in the following ways;
1. Chandler's students were white; students at 178 were non-while.
2. The tcacliing .staff at Public School 378 was racially integrated;
the staff at Chandler was white.
3. Tliere were no male teachers at Chandler School; Public Scliool
178 had a 1/3 male staff and one male teacher in the early
grades.
4. The Chandlei' School community was all white, and 3 78 was
predominantly non-white.
5. 3'he Chandler community spoke a single language, while the
students at 178 were exposed to a community where Spanish
was spoken freely.
G. Public School 178 encouraged and obtained a great deal of
parent involvement and participation. Chandler School did
very little to encourage parents to become actively involved
in school affairs.
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CHAPTER I I I
MEl'HOJ)S AND PJtOCEDURES
Teachers involved in this study, iogctlior with the autl)or, designed the
activities as separate "mini-lessons, " and outlined a lesson plan (inoccdurc;)
L' each. For consistency we called each lesson an "activity" and suggested
methods for iniplemontation ("teaching") in the following manner;
Activity : The name of the activity was an attempt to describe in a
few words precisely what the lesson should accoiuplish.
Materials : Except for the pex'sonal journals of the teacher and the
children, we prescribed only those materials which are normally
available in Hie early childhood classroom. The journals were
constructed as an aetivity early in the program using such n ormally
available materials. In several instances material was duplicated
(rexo-graph) prior to the activity to be comiileted by the childxen as
a part of the activity. "People who live with me,
"
"Faces, M3^
friends at school, " and "I like. . . " are examples of such "completion
material. " The ereativity of the facilitator served to extend the
eognitive benefits of materials. The ehoice of materials were not
limited to our selection, in fact, when we did not use materials in
our
field studies it was noted that none was prescribed, leaving
it up to the
f: cilitator's choice rather than stating "none.
" We feel that materials
should be carefully selected so that they serve to
enhance and extend
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tlic riffecLivc-cognitivc iiitcut, rather than random and unsystematic
(m.crcly because certain materials may appear to be "colorful” or
"interesting"). (Refer to Appendix.)
Method : This category took a great deal of work and a number of changes
were constantli^ being made as field studies yielded new cvidciice. For
example, the group sixe of .3 to 5 proved too small in most cases.
Children had difficulty getting started during "talk" activities, and too
few points of view were represented to afford the facilitator a "handle"
on things. Groups of 8 to 10 (one facilitator tried 12), functioned well
for some activities, and badly for an equal number because it represented
too mraiy diversions to focus upon the objective, as well as fewer oppor-
tunities for less aggressive children to respond. The field studies
proved in an "empirical" sense that groups of 6 to 8 were generally
more productive than othei's. However, there were times when changes
were necessary and this was pointed ouc in specific activity' desciiptions.
Rationale and Antici pated Outcomes : In this category we attempted to
describe in greater detail the intent of the activity selected and the
stated objective. Included were experiences with similar activities in
our field studies as well as how they served to support our
objectives.
The facilitator's actions, mannerisms, choice of words, and
behavior
,-al was described in this area to detail how be might
exploit all
possible positive avenues. Examples of field study
outcomes were
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clciajlccl whether they were suecessuil (to give greater emphasis upon
those areas which worlc), or imsucccssful (to give clues as to which
items might pose some difficulty). Each activity session was recorded
dining the session on large experience chart paper, (sucli paper is in
the standard supplies in tlic lower grades). The facilitator and children
had equal opportunity to make entries. The objectives were to provide
clues for children as they made private entries in their personal journals
at the completion of each session, and assist them in learning how to
organize and record information, Childx’en were also encouraged to
write tiieir names beside tlieir entries so that tliey would feel their own
investment in the life of the activity. The facilitator, served as "recorder"
for children who had not fully developed writing skills - recording the
exact words of the child - and identifying it with his name.
The teacher's role as facilitator was critical, and not directly
instructional. He was encouraged to express consistently in action and
in words a respect for each child, his world and his communication.
The teacher demonstrated his knowledgeability, but more impoiTantly,
his trustworthiness as a person. The central themes and activities
were introduced to help the child and the teacher become sensitized to
the woi’ld around them (including to each othei).
The teacher,
of the human
through these activities, encouraged direct observations
-ness and fecling-ncss of the environment through
a wide
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range of strategics designed for affective and cognitive development,
the facilitator's role was to provide in sti'ategic doses the S3'stematic
presentation of activities to realize these goals.
The activities to be described later in tliis chapter wci'c stagp'ng points
from wliich tca.chers developed related activities. To tlic recipients
of this study it is necessary to point out that the activities described
herein b\'^ no means exhaust the possibilities. They are intended for
idea formation and as foundation material for teachers who wish to
develop their own affective curriculum.
The teachers in this study attempted a variety of activities using those
mentioned in this chapter as roots. Whenever relevcnt, the variations
are pointed out in the Rationale and Anticipated Outcome categories in
the activity descriptions.
TO THE TEACHER:
The foundation for the series is a booklet developed by each individual teacher
and child. It is called a JOURNAL OE SELF. The Journal can assume two
forms. It is suggested that you use either one or the other with each group.
You may vary the forms from group to gi’oup, but all children within a gioup
should be using the same form.
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Foi'm A
The teacher develops her own BOOK ABOUT ME to servo as a model for the
childion s bool^. fhe teacher's edition sliould have pictiu’os and other pcrsona.1
items hojnhci childliood tlirougli adultliood. Pliotograplis of tlio teacher as a
child, witli b3'otliors and sisters, with a pet, as well as artifacts which
represent important phases of gj'owing up should be included. The children
will use tlie teaclie]''s joui'nal as a model for developing their own. Thei-eforc,
the first exercise will bo a discussion and display of the tcachci’'s journal.
The discussion can take any open-ended form, preferably a "rug meeting, "
or any otiier iTcxible type with which the children arc familiar.
Form B
This form of journal begins with having the children construct a booklet by
clipping together several pages within a hard paper cover. At the end of
each exercise the children will be assigned a written session to complete
provocative sentences. At times it may prove beneficial to allow the group
discussion to continue without the presence of the teacher. An alert observation
will reveal this possibility. At the end of the HAND MIRROll exercise a
group developed experience chai’t should reveal 'When I Looked In it he Miiioi
I Saw. . . " The group will share in this listing on the master experience
chart. Seat work will follow as they record individual responses in their own
Journal. At least one page should be allowed for each
exercise. Tiie children
should be allowed, and even encouraged to draw pictures, paste m
pictures
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rom 5Ufi';az,jncs, and explore as many creative tilings as possible - keeping
in mind the exercise.
In both forms the teacher will function as a FACILITATOR, rather than tlic
traditional direct instructional role of "teacher. " This in no way expresses a
value judgment of teachers who find traditional ways of working more beneficial,
but tlic adult-child relationships and the child-child relationships arc crucial
to the success of this scries. Traditional ways of direct instruction will often
promise cognitive results when the material is highly objective. In this
sci'ics, the SELF is the curriculum and the objective . Freeing the child from
fears, improving negotiating skills and coping skills, as well as improving his
concept of self, arc the aims - rather than academic skills of reading and
writing. However, objective areas of schooling, like reading, writing,
figuring and computation, arc realized qualitatively as the child becomes more
able to define himself as a person and a learner. An Audjo-Visual Aide related
to the Journal of Self is described in Appendix I.
CHAPTER IV
appraisal and assessment
It is the general aim of education to facilitate learning' by effecting
dcsii'abic changes in those who undergo the education process. To accomplish
this, the educator needs to have means of judging the initial status of the
learner as well as the change that may have occurred as a result of what has
taken place in the tcacliing-lcarning environment. The teacher needs to know
quant itaUvely the amount or direction of change, as well as some estimation,
qualitatively, of the desirability of the change. Quantitative change can be
measured in most instances by an objective instrument designed for that
purpose. The estimation of qualitative changes involves the act of evaluation.
Thercfo'x'e, a icai’ner's status and progress requires both evaluation and
measui’cment.
Teachers are oi’dinarily concerned primarily with the Icanier's subject
matter (cognitive) achievement (Iloimocks and Schoonover, 1968); however,
attitude and social comixjtence (affective) will have an impact upon the
acluevcment outcomes. Shaw, Edson, and Bell (1960) pointed ou tthat
achievement is more characteristic of the individual who has developed a
favorable self concept. Roth (1959), Davidson and Lang (1960) conducted
studies which supported the findings of Shaw, Edson, and Bell that feelings
about self which a learner develops can cither be a supporting or a limiting
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factor in academic achievement.
An almost unlimited variety of standard measuring instrumbnts are
available to enable judgements to be made of nearly every possible aspect of
the learnci 's growth. However, teachers have often found it naorc desirable
to base judgements upon matters that are indigenous to the learning environment.
Therefore, many teachers make use of tests devised by themselves to fit their
particular instructional program or setting, (Horrocks and Schoonover, 1968).
The teachers in this study were involved in the development and
implementation of the instruments which assisted us in the evaluation and
assessment of the affective curriculum process, as well as its impact upon the
childi'en.
The process was evaluated through the use of anecdotal records kept in
the form of a dated diary. The teacher would record significant incidents which
occurred in the learning environment. In research, this is referred to as
the critical-incident technique.
Recordings were made by the teacher describing selected incidents and
their relationship to the affective activities. A sample one-week entry
regarding a child who happened to be new to the class indicated the following:
Setting: Public School 178, Brooklyn, New York
Class: Mixed Age grouping, ages 4 to G.
I/5/7 O: Ar.acelys admitted to morning session. She was brought in by the
office sccretaiy - remained standing - cried verj' quictl}' for about an hour
ignored all of us.
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l/G/70: Cecjlia tried to become friendly with Araeclys - she bcg;in to cry again,
Cecjlia informed me that Arncelys was Spanish and could not speak English.
Araeelys ignored us again.
1/7/70: Cecilia, and Ulanda tided to interest Araeelys in their Journals of
Self (which they usually take out every morning now). Ulanda tried to get
Aiacelys to look into the small hand miri’or - she rcpeatedl}' turned away.
1/8/70: Johnetta, Ulanda, and Cecilia were viewing the full-length mirror -
Araeelys quietly observed them - stopped whimpering and approached them
half w<ay. Several minutes later Johnetta, Ulanda, Cecilia and Araeelys were
viewing the mirror together! I did not see the final move - did she choose to
do it when I was not looking?
I/9/7 O: Cecilia and Araeelys entei’cd the room together conversing in Siianish.
Araeelys, Johnetta and Pamclla remained in the housekeeping area, most of
the morning.
Setting: Chandler School, New Hampshire
Class: Mixed age grouping, ages 6 to 8.
1/19/70: Charles and John were the most active during the "Pj-oblcm Solving-
Activity. " Other children appeared annoyed with me that ! did not control the
activity more.
1/20/70: Glo ria asked that Charles and John be excluded from the discussion
group today. I suggested that this was a "I'oal problem" and we should talk
about it in group today i-athcr than outside of group. Later, as "group time"
approached, Gloria and Jeanette went about the room telling members that
we were going to discuss a real pi-oblem today. Today's group session lasted
longer than usual - children pointed out to Gloria that she was guilty of the
same things that she complained about i-egarding Chai'les and John.
1/21/70: The class re-arranged groupings on their own. John and Charles
ended up in a different group than Gloria and Jeanette. I sec this as a problem
that the children solved without the assistance of a facilitator.
1/22/70: Daniel whispered to me that he "gets a licking" for the least little
thing that he does at home. He wanted the g3.’oup todis.cuss it without knowing
that it is his problem. I used the word "anoiuunous" - we talked about what
it mieant. I presented the problem to the group in an anonymous fashion -
Charles blurted out, "Is that what Daniel whispered to you this morning?"
Daniel was embarrassed. I i-eniarkcd that it was a problem of many children
and that they arc punished at Uhnes when the}^ do not think it fair.
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i/23/70; Crazy day. No activity.
Flanagan (1949) describes the critical-incident technique in the following
manner:
The critical-incident technique consists of a set of procedures
for collecting direct observations of human behavior in such
a waj”^ as to facililatc their potential usefulness in solving
practical problems aiid dcvelo[)ing broad psychological
principles. Tlie critical-incident technique outlines
procedures for collecting' observed incidents having' special
significance and meeting systematically defined criteria.
By,an incident is meant aii3' obscj'vable hunian activity' that
is to be made about the person performing the act. To be
critical, an incident must occur in a situation where the
purposes or intent of the act seems fairly clear to the
observe]' and where its consequences are sufficiently
definite to leave little doubt concerning its effects.
The critical-incident technique seemed to have two inajor
applications in research. One is compiling a series of
incidents about a selected person so that they may be
related and analyzed as a case history of the individual.
The other is to collect critical incidents iiwolving a
particular task or program, and use the incidents as a
guide to devcloj3ing a rating instrument for the task or
program. Gordon (1947) investigated the requirements of
a commercial airline pilot through the use of critical-
incident recording. Flanagan and others (1953) reported
on critical incidents as a tool for scientific research.
The "diary" that teachers in this study kept to help record the process
of activity implementation, and the impact of its outcomes can be described
as a "critical incident" or "process recording" research technique. The
diary wa.q simple in foi-m, and served the purpose of helping tcaclioi's become
aware of affcclivc behaviors in the classroom as they related to the curriculum
under study.
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Another iirstrument which was put to use in the study was a "Social
Rclationslup" table. Children's names were listed on the table along the left
side. Categories of bcliaviors were listed along the top of the table forming
lefeienco boxes, so tliat individually listed children could be paired off with
other children who related to thein in the following ways:
1. Natural group inembcrship
. . ,
2. Most fearful of
. . .
3. Seeks out ...
4. Is sought out by
. . .
5. Iligh-man in negotiations with
. . .
6. Ijow-man in negotiations with
. . .
7. Mutual aid with
. . .
8. Hostile toward
. . .
9. Affectionate or warm toward
. . .
(For further clarificatioii see Appendix 2).
The technique for determii'iing the internal social structure of a group
was devised by Moreno (1934) and has been used frequently since that time to
measure intex'personal relationships. The socio-metric test, as it is called,
asks a member of a group to select and name other children in terms of a
criterion proposed by the examiner. Typical socio-metric questions may
include: "Name the two persons in your class with whom you would prefer to
go to a dance, " and "List the person in this group you consider your best
friend. "
After subjects have made their choices, the examiner begins an
analysis of the- results by constructing a diagram. Tii-anglcs may be used for
males, and circlc.s foi’ females. Two linc.s are drawn between sunjects who
mention cnch other (mutunl mentions), and one line is drawn l)ctwccn two
subjects when only one mentions the otlior.
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A variation of the soeio-metrie teeliniquc is the "Guess Who" test in
winch In-icf descriptions of individuals arc presented to the examinee, who is
then asked to guess who in the group this description best fits. Some rcscarcliers
(Ilavighurst and Taba, 1949) present a character sketch to the examinee rather
than the short direct question. For example:
"W is a very popular person who has many friends. He
is always ready to help people without being asked. He
does not talk about people or do things which would
make them unhappy."
The questionable reliability of socio-metric technique is a perennial
problem. Results are conditioned by a pool of possible choices from which the
individual makes his selections - as well as other probability factors. In a
summary of the I’cliability of the results of studies which have made use of
such measures, Gronlund (1959) writes:
In general, studies have shown that socio-metric results
are significantly related to the actual behavior of pupils, to
teachers' judgements of pupils' social acceptance, to
adults' ratings of social adjustment, to the reputations
pupils hold among their peers, to specific problems of
personal adjustment. Pupils with high socio-metric
status are generally characterized by feelings and be-
haviors which arc indicative of good personal-social
adjustment. In contrast, pupils with low socio-metric
Blnlud tend to luuvo HOaJftlly jneffoulJvo bohnvlor chrirnetci""
isties, and tend to exhibit evidence of poor personal-
social adjustment. A more detailed analysis of the
research findings indicates that socio-metric residls arc
more closely related to measures of social adjustment than
they are to measure of personal adjustment.
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The^pocj a] rola(km,^T)|) diai-t devised for this study was a modified
versjon of tiie soeio- metrie technique first suggested by tlie research of
Moreno. Moreno measured interpersonal relationships by asking group
members to select and name otlier group members in terms of a criterion
proposed by the examiner. The results of such an examination was presented
in graphic form and called a sociogram
.
In this study teachers were asked to determine the pupil to pupil
relationship by listing the '’connections" which they had established with each
othei. 1 he prescribed criterion and response categories arc described in
AppendLx 2. The results of this examination was called a social-relationship
chart.
A third instrument for appraisal and assessment used by the teachers in
this study was a modified Faces test . The original experimental scale was
designed to measure self concept and maturation of children ages five to ten
years. Noimiative data was not available, and the designer suggested that
the scale in its present state should be used for limited research purposes
only. A sample of the items:
How do you feel about how healthy and strong you arc ?
How do you feel about how much you know?
How do you feel about going to cliurch?
How do you feel about the way your teacher treats you ?
The modified version of the test was used in this study to add another
dimension to our view of individual children before and after G months of
involve nioiit with the affective curriculum. In otlicr word.s, the faces tests
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as utjhzed in this study provided an item analysis to help the teacher become
more aware of the possible impact of the affective activities.
1 he test contajned a set of 8 faces on a single page. Each set contained
a happy face (smiling), and an unhappy face (frowning). The teacher read each
question to the child which elicited feelings that he might have regarding self,
f)iends, family, and school. The child responded by marking "X" upon the
face which charactcri/.ed his feelings at the time the questions were I’cad.
(For further clarification see Appendix 3).
The teacher asked the following questions:
How do you feel about the people who live with you?
How do you feel about where you sleep?
How do you feel about the block you live on?
How do you feel about where you play after school?
How do you feel about your classroom?
How do you feel about your friends in school?
How do 3mu feel about how smart you are ?
How do you feel about how you look?
The instructions to the children (as read by the teacher) were:
(Test should be administered individually. Total test
time 15 minutes.
)
We arc going to play a game. I am going to ask you some
questions. If you feel good about what I ask, then mark
the happy face. If you do not feel good about what I ask,
then mark the sad face.
There arc no wrong answci's, this is a game.
(Ask the child to point to the happy face to detennine if
he undex’stands the instructions.)
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lest. Quest) on; Show me the face that tells when you feel happyO K.
,
now we will play the game. (Teacher commences with
the cjght questions, allowing approximately 30 seconds
between each.
)
A modified form of the faces test cxamijiation sheet was suggested but
not used in this study. This version depicted three faces per item rather than
two. One face was displayed as happy, the other as sad, and a third as
pleasant with no extreme display of feelings in cither direction. For a view
of this modification see Appendix 4 .
There seems to be a considerable amount of research activity in the
mcasuiemcnt ai’ca of affective education in recent years. Beginning with 1968,
research literature on the subject has appeared with great frequency. The
available material is incomplete, ajid in most instances the test designer
cautions against use except under the )nost controlled research conditions.
Seldom is there any normative data, and instruments, because of their recent
development, have been used in very few studies.
However, there seems to be a distinct value to teachers and to others
in fields of huinan service who have an interest in affective activities, to
become aware of measures of affective behavior. The following descriptions
of some of the currently available instruments in the field should provide
valuable assistance to those who intend to pursue a study similar to this one,
or related research. A numbered list of where these tests can be obtained
is in Appendix 5,
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A))out Me (1
)
J liis lost assesses five areas of self concept. Tlic items ai'e connected
to the school environment, and assume a relationship between this environment
and th(! child's beliavior.
I' ivc areas arc covered: the self, the self in relationship to others, the
self as achieving, the self in schools, and the ph3'sical self. There is a total
of 30 items, six items for each area.. The examinee is to rate himself along
a five point scale between two statements.
Sample item:
1 2 3 4 5
I'm good in school work I'm not good in school work
I'm popular I'm not popular
I don't get tired quick I get tired quickly
I'm not tall enough I'm tall enough
I'm proud of me I'm not too proud of me
Numerical values are attached to each item, and "scores" are reached by
summing these values. High scores indicate negative self concept; low scores,
a positive self concept. This instrument was used in a dissertation stud}', and
suggested for use with students grades 4 through 6. Individual or group
administration is possible but no statistical data is available.
Children's Self Concept Scale. (2)
This instrument is in the experimental stage. It consists of 100 simple
declarative statements. The researchers suggest it be used
v;ith children ages six through nine. Even though the
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vocabulary is simple, tlic exainincc must have reading ability. It is possible
to read the items to the children, but the large number of items would render
this a tiresome process, and thereby affect the instrument's validity and
reliability.
Self Coneept As A Learner Scale (3)
This scale consists of 3G items which I’clate to four categon’es -
motivation, intellectual ability, task orientation, and class membership. The
exam sheet allows for a "yes" or "no" response to be circled.
It has been revised for use in a National Institute of Mental Health study.
Administration may be in groups, and items I’cad aloud by the teacher. Sample
items
;
I do well on tests
I usually like to go to school
1 get my work done on time
I find it hard to talk to classmates
One point is scoi’cd by each answer, as designated by the author of the
test.
IIow I See Myself (4)
This instrument is available in a 40 item elemental’}^ form, and a 42
item secondary form. Group administration is possible, and instiuctions can
be rend to children.
The items arc designed to measure dimensions of self concept by the use
of two diameti'ic statements measured along a five-point scale. The studei^t
is inst) uctcd to latc himscli
. Tlic highest possible score indicates a feeling
of inadequacy ond the lowest scores represent a feeling of adequacy. An
example of the items arc:
E 1 eincntary fonn
1 2 3 4 5
Nothing gets me mad
I don't stay willi things
I get mad easily and explode
I stay with something until
and finish them I finish
Secondary form
I rarely get mad
I have trouble staying
I get mad easily
I stick with a job until I
with a job until
I finish
finish
The author has stated that the test needs further refinement and should
onli”^ be used for experimental purposes at this time.
This scale is designed to assess the level of positive self-regard. It
consists of 29 pairs of adjectives of the ugly-beautiful, hostile-friendly and
stingy-generous variety. The author states that these items are dimensions
of self-regard.
The examinee rates himself along a seven point scale between each pair
of words. Normative data arc not available at this time, but pilot studies
have indicated that various populations will differ significantly.
Affect Scale (5)
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What I Am Like (G)
the autlior of this instrument suggests that it be used for experimental
purposes only, and at this lime for group comparisons and not individual child
diagnosis.
There arc three subtests in the instrument, and each contains ten
items. The first: WhaW Look Like (short-tall, clean-dirty, awake-sleepy,
etc.). 1 he second: What I Am (happy-sad, somebody-nobody, bold-shy, etc.),
the (hiid: What I Am Like When I Am With My Friends (givc-receivc, agree-
fight, follower-leader, etc.).
The position of positive and negative poles are randomized to avoid a
psychological or mechanical set in responses to items.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Childi'en and teachers were involved in a scries of activities that provided
a forum for creativity where the eoffliitlve-affective domains were explored and
utilized as a new dimension of the classroom environment. Four specific goals
were sought after and realized within this context. Each goal could be considered
valuable in its own right. Therefore, the discussion of these goals in this
study will treat them as separate areas. They were:
Goal I - Each child was helped to develop in both cognitive
and affective domains, with circular reinforcement from
one domain to the other.
The activity format was highly conducive to the development of both
domains, and created an effective marriage as well as reciprocal reinforce-
ment. The affective involvement of self, and the personal investment that each
child and teacher made, was directed toward a cognitive involvement through
writings, reading, vocabulary building, problem solving, seeing differences
and relationships, and a variety of skills coming out of group and individual
planning, recording, and figuring.
Teachers in the role of facilitator increased their awareness of each
child's stage of development, his motivations for learning, his modes of
approaching a problem, his current strengths and weaknesses, his anxielica
and pleasures in task performance, and Ms own goals insofar as they were
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observable. The teachers practiced differentiation of the teaching role adapting
theory to their perceptions of each child's current learning needs. The affective
materials helped the teachers to organize rich, varied and stimulating learning
environment, within which childx'en were free to move and talk frcel3s to
participate in planning activities, and to make choices among many media for
learning. The teachers observed each child's behavior within the learning
environment staged by affective strategies, and restructured the environment
to meet the child's changing learning needs.
Thus, each domain served to reinforce the other in a. circular and
supportive fashion from staging points of gi'oup conversation followed by group
recording and personal journal recording. A film showing two children of
early childhood age discussing pictures and art work in personal journals, as
well as reading "new" words from them, is available and described in greater
detail in Appendix 6. This film depicts the use of self as motivation for a
cognitive encounter.
Goal II - Through the curriculum materials which were
products of this study, each child was helped to under-
stand and enact tlic fundamentals of social intei action,
including respect for each other, as well as the ability
to interact with other children and adults in a spirit of
trust and cooperation.
The teachers in this study were encouraged to express in both action and
words consistent respect for each child and his communications, even when
they arc divergent, unexpected or unclear. Through the affective
strategies
which came out of this study teachers were encouraged to extend
the clnldrcn’s
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learning by the intix)ductjon of cent ral tlioncs of study and activities which
started by being relevant to the chikbs world but constaikly deepened and
enlarged that world through new information, new experience and reinforcement
of desired behavior.
An example of tliis goal realization can be seen in a video tape of an
activity in Public School 178, New York. The tape is described in greater
detail in Appendix 1 .
The video tape was made during an activity with the teacher and her
group of kindcrgaiTcn and first grade children. The activity was called Full
Length Miri-or
. The supporting evidence of this goal realization came during a
time on the tape showing when a child is unable to focus upon himself. As he
faces the mirror, he insists that it is not his reflection. He later leaves the
mirror x’eflection zone and hides behind the teacher's desk. After much
encouragement from his teacher and classmates, he emerges from behind the
desk and completes the "game. " The social interaction and gi'oup dynamic
on this occasion also brought out another child who in the past had been mean
to the other children. A very warm helping relationship can be seen in the
manner in which he helps his classmate "find" himself in the mirror.
Goal ni - Through the curricuUun product that came out of
this study each child was helped in developing a positive
image of himself as a person , important in his own right,
and as a learner who participated actively in his own
learning..
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This stud}^ encouraged teachers
as children's work, and support it as
in tlio primaiy grades to perceive play
central to children's learning-, to their
socialization, and to staff insights concerning each child's knowledge, skills,
feelings and perception of himself.
The method of small group meetings pi’ovidcd the teacher with an
obsei'vational diagnostic tool. During the activity children used their language,
as well as reading and writing skills. The teacher as facilitator had the
opportunity to demonstrate her acceptance of the child's unique use of these
skills. At the same time, she encouraged children to take such risks, she
became awiire of specific areas of individual and group need.
The use of self as content and subject matter supported the child's
personal growth with peers. The status of the facilitator as a supportive person
in the role of negotiating learning for the child increased the possibilities for
the child's feelings of positive self-woiTh, and helped it to develop concurrently
with his cognitive skills.
Goal IV - Each child was helped in learning how to cope
with his own world on his own terms. This included not
merely adaptation to what is, but the ability to affect
his environment.
The curriculum content promoted the use of familiar subject matter, as
well as prescribed material. Even when such materials and activities were
prescribed, facilitatoi^ were encouraged to connect such learnings to the
child's present world.
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Through the use of personal journals, the facilitator took the first step
toward sharing personal life artifacts. In a sense, the facilitator "modeled”
foi' the child participants in a way that the child's involvement was less of a
risk and less threatening.
For the facilitator and the child, the involvement was self-regulating.
A teacher in New IIa3npshire cai’cfully selected certain activities and avoided
others. At that particular time in her life she was visiting a terminally ill
relative in the hospital on a daily basis. She did not care to become too
personally connected to school children at that time. She later suggested that
facilitators should allow children to make such choices as well. There were
times when children desired a quiet place merely to record in their journals, and
did not cai'e for the group activity. There were also times when they did not
want to be involved Vv’ith cither. A sensitive facilitator would aid this child
in expanding his choices.
The encounters which children have with each other from day to day in the
classroom are open to the emergence of disagreements over the possession
or ownership of property, as well as arguments of many varieties, and
restlessness or discomfort. The affective curriculum is not designed to pre-
vent such occurrences j but sevei’al activities increaseo the child s
capabilities in conflict resolutioii.
In the Brooklyn school, a non-English speaking child, new to the
classi’oom, cried upon cntei’ing the rooin. As the tcachei atlcjnpted to quiet
child made her feel more at home. After aher, another .Spanish speaking
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few days, the "new" classmate was fully integrated with the help of the other
child. In negotiating this feat the teacher overheard the facilitating child use
the same language as was used in one of the activity sessions.
Pathways toward realizing the aforementioned goals were guided by
curriculum strategies directed at revealing implications for helping;
Teachers to find out more about their students in affective
as well as cognitive areas.
Teachers to develop more appropriate strategics for
instruction.
Teachers to become more aware of, and increase their
behaviors that demonstrated empathy.
In an ever increasing way, researchers (Piaget, 1969, Erickson, 1968,
Bloom, 1956) are emphasizing the need for affective supports in the learning
environment for children. It is my view that the curriculum which came out
of this study will help to change our current over-emphasis on narrow
functional cognitive items to the broader issues of the affective contribution
to
total growth and development.
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APPENDIX I
Three video tapes which portray a class of 4 to 6 year old children
involved in mirror-use activities are available. Video tape ill domonitrates
the use of a hand mirror and involves children in a Brooklyn School with the
author of this study . Video tape #2 demonstrates the use of the full length
mirror in activity with a group of 4 to 6 year olds in a Brooklyn school with
their teacher . Video tape #3 is the same as tape #1, except a different group
of 4 to 6 year olds are involved with the author of this study .
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TEACHER-CONSTRUCTED FACES TEST
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appendix 4
THREE FIGURE VARIATION OF THE FACES TEST ( 1 of 8 )
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appendix 6
A hnlf-hour iGnim sound film which describes and demonstrates the
use Oi tlio Journal of Self is also available. The film depicts tlie culminating
session which grew out of an activity in Fall River, Massachusetts.
The Fall River program was a workshop called "Youth Tutors Youth. "
Junior High School pupils were being trained to tutor "underachieving" first
and second grade childi:en in a summer program in Fall River.
The foundation for the tutor-tutee relationship was the Jounial of Self,
where both the "teacher" and the "learner" became sensitized to each other.
The film depicts two first grade children who have constructed their
Journals using cut-outs from magazines, colored construction paper, crayon,
scissors, and assorted paraphernalia. A discussion takes place between the
children, their tutor and the author of this study. The verbal and non-verbal
responses of the first graders reveal how such an activity re-cnforces cognitive
development through affective activities.

Coussns
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Activi ty: FACE IN THE MIHROU
Mntci-ials: Hand Mirror, Experience Chart, Lined Paper 24 x 36, Child made
journals and/or teacher made journal.
Objective : Concept of facial self. What others see.
Method : Work with a small group, no more than six. One mirror will be
used, and passed among the children. As the child receives the
mirror he will state, ”As I look in the mirror I see. . . " If the
child forgets the sentence encoiu'age the group to help in a unison
response. The first child who goes through the exercise, upon
completion will be allowed to pass the mirror on to another child
as a "gift”.
. .
and so on until all children have completed. The
teacher should pai’tieipate. This can take the form of serving as
a model, therefoi’e the teacher's turn should be taken in the
beginning ... or at the end to show the human connectedness of
the teacher and children.
The teacher's role as facilitator is crucial as a "mover" of the
activity. You can anticipate that some children will encounter
themselves directly and describe facial features . . . othei’s will
hesitate, and then begin a description. While several may talk
about things in the room which they see in the mirror, avoiding
themselves, or even being completely silent and not responding
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at all. The large experience chart should have the title: "When I
look in the mirror I see
. . .
" Either children or facilitator can
make entries.
Eationalc and Anticipated Outcomes : The very young seldom have the opportunity
to view themselves in a mirror. Adults peer at themselves several times a day.
In the home, such objects are beyond the child's height, except on occasion,
when they stand or prop themselves on the bathroom wash basin they can see
the top of their head or face.
By comparison, adults appear to be formidable giants. To aid in
eliminating this fearful condition, it is suggested that teachers in the early
grades sit with the children when possible to reduce the physical distance.
Some eax'ly childhood classrooms have begun to place full length mirrors
about the room for children to observe themselves. This is usually thought
of as an extension of a play activity in which children play "housekeeping" or
"dress up" in over-sized adult garments. Rarely does the teacher exploit
this opportunity for any direct confrontation with self .
The purpose of the hand mirror activity, and later the full length mirror,
is an effort to sequence this confrontation gradually. A five 3mar old child in
Brooklyn's P. S. 178 said it much more pi’ecisely as she looked at herself
during the activity:
"I see me
I see myself
I see m y whole self . "
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An Audio-visual aid describing this activity is available. See Appendix 1.
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Activjl.y: My Whole Self in the Mirror
Materials: Full-lenjjth mirror, Experience Chart, Lined Paper 24 x 36.
Objective : Concept of body and how it relates to how others see us.
Method : Work witli small group, no more than six. One full-length miri’or
made available to group. Each child stands before the mirror one
at a time. The child talks about what is revealed to him in the
mirror. If the child hesitates, the facilitator and other children
can suggest what he can look for.
The teacher's role as facilitator is to encourage movement and
conversational interplay between the group and the child viewing.
Some children will encounter themselves directly . . . others will
hesitate
. . .
and some will describe articles about the room which
are reflected in the mirror.
Rationale and Anticipated Outcomes : The facilitator will help this activity to
serve as a continuation of the Face In the Mirror activity. At the end of the
session, group entries will be written on the large Experience Chart. The
heading will state "When I looked in the big mirror I saw. . . " The children
will be encouraged by the facilitator to make relevant entries in their Journals.
The facilitator can make these entries for the children after first detennining
exactly wliat the}' want written. Children who have writing skills should be
cncr.iura j\'cd to write their own. Whether the facilitator oi’ tlie cnild is the
scribe, exact words should be accepted - the objective is free response.
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Activity : Who Am I
?
Materials : Class pictiu'cs and photographs if available, Exporicnec Chart
Paper 24 x 36, Child made Journals.
Objective : Concept of self as others see me.
Method : Work with small group, no more than six. Warm up exercise with
children being asked, "What kind of fruit do you feel like ?" Or
'What kind of vegetable do you feel like?" This can take the form
of individual response or group response which later moves to
individual children assuming more responsibility for discussing
themselves. Use photographs to provoke and dii’ect discussion.
Ask for someone to volunteer to tell the others how ho Is different
from others. Encourage the g)'oup to challenge his descriptions.
Children will often respond with things about themselves which are
very much like those of other children . . . for example, "I have a
pi’etty dress" or, "I have new shoes, " etc. Journal entries will
be made from recordings on the experience chart which the
facilitator and.childx'en write-up at the end of the activity. Children's
entries in their Journals will now begin to look more unique -
their referral to the experience chai’t will be more for ideas
rather than duplication. The facilitator should point out this
possibility to the children before the group disbands.
EaJ^njUejuid AnU Outconie
s
: Children at this point usually begin to
request permission to make private entries in their journal, q'his should be
encouiagcd, for it aflords a highly desii'able activity for "free-time" -
(and significant because the child chooses to do it). Some classrooms have
stuffed chairs or rocking chairs for children who want a "quiet place" from
time to time. It is expected that children will refer to their Journals during
this period, therefore, Journals should be on a shelf accessablc to them.
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Aclivily: Problem Solving
Mate rinls : None prescribed, facilitator's choice.
Method : Work with small group, no more than six. Warm up exercise:
(select one)
What kind of fruit do you feel like?
What kind of animal do you feel like,?
What color do you feel like?
How do you feel on the inside?
Group discussion will move to the following questions:
What happens to you at home if: you get poor grades?
you break a glass?
you get hui't ?
you refuse to eat?
Role Play the Following:
What could you do to change it (Referring to "What happens
to you at home if . .
.
)
.
What would you do if you were mother or father?
What happens in school when you have done something
wrong - how does the teacher react?
The group is encouraged to help each other solve problems through suggestions.
Participation should be encouraged by the facilitator, who should describe her
own personal experiences as they relate to those of the children. Joui'nal
entries can be made by writing, pictures cut out from magazines, or creative
art work. Follow-up will be necessary. The facilitator should help childi'en
formulate their ideas so that journal entries fully describe the child's idea.
Rationale and Anticipated Outcomes : This is the final activity in this scries.
Children arc now ready for a utilization of the acquired fi'cedom to discuss
themselves and their relationship to others. The role play category will aid
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the teacher in finding out the child's perception of self in relationship to peers
pai'ents, teachers, and adults in general.
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Activit\^ : Verbal Communicatioii
Materials: None prescribed, facilitators choice. (Tape recorder if possible.)
Objective: Expand child’s use of self through his voice.
Method: Work with a group of youngsters
,
(6 to 8). Some facilitators
have found that 10 to 12 children create a better arrangement for
understanding the "here and now" behavior of the group as being a
form of communication. If a tape recorder is available it should
be turned on to record the total group activity.
After discussion has begun (facilitators can allow it to develop
spontaneously, as an accurate example of communication - or,
can introduce a warm-up exercise as in the activity Who Am I?)
the facilitator should "move" the group toward a semantic under-
standing of terms, i.e., "verbal, " "communication. "
Instruct children to close their eyes, and inform them that you
will tap someone in the group on the shoulder. That person will
respond by saying "Hello. " The group will attempt to guess the
name of the person who responded. At one point the facilitator
will say "Hello" - the children will naturally guess accurately.
They will probably guess accuratcl 3' in all cases. Several
facilitators have modified this phase of the activity; such as,
several children standing behind a structure and one speaks as
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ill a "gues sing-game. "
This portion of the activity should find the facilitator introducing
the phenomena of unique voice patterns
- girls’ voice, boys’ voice,
high pitch, low pitch, adult voice (facilitator), etc. Introduce
the idea that a person’s voice is important in terms of how we view
ourselves and how others see us.
At this point play back the group activity
on the tape recorder and discuss the different voice patterns. Allow each
child to discuss his own voice without interruptions from others. Later, after
such an individual response create a ruling that a child must request group
reactions to his voice. The "permission” phase of the exercise is important
because many children may be experiencing their own voice for the first time
and it may be too threatening to share. The facilitator must be sensitive to
group pressure which may force a child beyond his will to allow a group
discussion of his voice. Such peer pressure, if allowed, may prove counter-
productive.
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Activity
:
Materials
Objective
:
Method:
Non-Verbal Communication
Experience Chart Paper and Personal Journals (at end of activity).
To explore the use of self as a means of eommunication, with
emphasis upon its non-verbal aspects.
Wjth a small group (G to 8), discuss and attempt to move to a clear
understanding of the word "communication. " Allow the group to
discuss it freely, and encourage them to di’aw examples from
their daily lives. Children will frequently offer traditional examples
of communication (TV, radio, letter writing, newspapers, etc.).
Aftei the discussion has progi’essed to the point where they begin to
grasp the meaning, remind the group that in their present discussion
a form of communication has been taking place.
Explore some of the patterns, i.e.
,
first one to speak, who talked
the most and the least, and difficulty in obtaining clarity when
several tried to talk at the same time.
At this point the group should be informed that the form of
communication in which they were engaged was verbal. (A little
"research" in word meaning by the facilitator may be necessary for
semantic accuracy).
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When verbal” is understood by the group, introduce the
following non-verbal devices:
Clap your hands
Blow a kiss (putting hands to lips, then blow into open
palm toward the group]_
Point your forefinger at the group and shake it (for shame!)
Shake your head from side to side. (As meaning "no"
or negative)
Lncoui agc the group to demonstrate or suggest examples
of their own. The facilitator should carefully
monitor the examples for clarity and undex’standing
of all gi'oup members.
JR^onalc and Anticipated Outcome s: School activities require an almost
constant use of self in traditional ways of verbal communication. Children
must also x'cspond either orally (verbal) or in writing (non-verbal). The use
of self is often structured, anticipated, and predictable - leaving little opportunity
for a creative use of the self, or the opportunity for the child to expand his
choices. Communication is such a vital area of life, and so often crucial to
social adjustment and coping, that children should be made aware of their
assets in this area through "open” and creative opportunities.
Facilitator will end the activity by suggesting individual journal entries
and a later follow-up.
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AcUvity : Sharing Perceptions
Matcr^1_s:Non0 proscribed. Experience chart for possible recordings by
group (facilitators clioicc),
McM: Work with a small group (6 to 8). BricHy discuss previous activity
as a warm-up exercise.
Children often misperccive words and things because of a
vaidcty of reasons (ethnic pronounciations, slang, songs which
are slurred, ambiguities, etc.), for example:
Correct: (song line) "Sweet land of Liberty "
Child's Perception: "Sweet land of Liverty "
Correct: "Pledge allegiance to the flag, of the United
States of America"
Child's Perception: "Pledge allegiance to the flag of the
Nunited States of America. "
During this activity with a group of children ages 4 to 6, several
revealed that they did not know that teachers used toilet facilities
like "regular" people.
The group should be encoui’aged to discuss "what 1 used to think" -
or "when I was small ( or little) I used to think ..."
The facilitator should begin by discussing his "misperceptions"
when he was a child - or even as an adult« The event should be
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a joyful one which provokes group humor. The facilitnior
should carefully monitor the activity so that ridicule or "poking
fun" does not create counter-productivity,
Ratkmaje^^ Individual children often feel that they are
the only one who mispcrcoivcd a phenomena - something so common and
universal that obviously cycryono is accurately aware except him. If such
children are present in the group - (at this ago there are frequently as many
as one-half of each group or more), the joyful atmosphere of this activity will
offer them the oppoxTunity to I’eveal such misperceptions in a non-thi’eatcning
foimm,
A crucial area is whether or not the facilitator (teacher) is willing to honestly
invest himself by truthfully revealing his own misperceptions.
At the completion of the activity childi’cn should be encouraged to make individual
journal enti’ies. A group "Journal" could also bo fasliioned fi’om group
recordings on an experience chart (24 x 36 lined display paper).
r
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Activity :
Matei^ials
Objective :
Method:
Peer Group, cand Person-to-person Awareness. (Gerald Weinstein, 1970)
: Mirror (on hand, but not necessarily used). Experience chart
paper 24 x 36, lined.
Sensitizing observational skills and person-to-person awareness.
Initially work with children on a one-to-one basis, or with a group
of two or three. This activity was adopted from the work of
Gex’ald Weinstein (1970), in which he conducted the activity with a
single 3 year old, then later with older children. Some of his
woik in this area was done with a cross age group (age 3 to
adult) of 4 to 5 people in experimental ways.
The foundation of the activity is for one person to observe the
other and tell as many obseiwable things about the person's
"activity" at that time.
Example of observer’s verbal response: "I see 3mur fingers move
a little. I also see your chest move in and out as
you breathe. Your foot just moved back a little as I
was talking. You also looked over to the other side
of the room when I said that your foot moved. A
little while ago when the door opened jmu turned
your body around. "
This verbal response is ended after 2 or 3 minutes (not critical),
and the other person relates what he observes about the person
who just observed him. Roles arc reversed; or shared when
more than two are involved in the activity.
If desirable, recordings are made on experience chart of those
Items which occur most frequently - or the facilitator may choose
to follow a different "theme. "
jjation^ Antiejjiniecm it is not unusual for younger children
through tlie formation of "cliques" and "in-groups" to provo!;c an uneasy and
rejected feeling in other children. The intention of this activity is a beginning
toward sensitizing cWldren toward the innate value and similarities of
humanness in others. Peer group and individual respect begins with the
awareness of a human positiveness that is present in all of us. The facilitator!
role is critical in tliat he must make connected references to the present life
in the classroom or community cthnoccntricities. He must also act as "mover'
and "orchestrator" to aid the activity in pursuing a productive direction.
The activity of "Peer Group Positive Regard" is a natural follow-up to
this activity.
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Activity :
Matcnals
Objective?
Method:
Rationale
Peer Group Positive Regard
. 1‘ull length mirror (not mandatory), Personal Journals, Experience
Chart Paper, 24 x 3G.
i: To encourage group support for individual members. To
sensitize the class to appreciate strengths in otl)crs and hold
them in positive I’egard.
Work with a small discussion group (8 to 10) <» The rules
of the activity are presented to the group by the facilitator. The
expressed rules involve the group seeing itself in need of another
member. The fficilitator selects a child from the class who
pretends that he docs not really want to be a member of the gi'oup.
The group must convince him that they are worthy of his member-
ship so he will wish to join theJii. The convincing should be
modelled by the facilitator and follows a pattern of informing the
"outsider” of the many positive traits he has, as well as the warm
regard that the group holds for him. Wlien he is "convinced" that
he should become a group member, if time allows, another child
should go through the process.
and Anticipated Outcomes: Teachers in the study have found this to
be a ver}' effective activity for youngsters who have tried unsuccessfully to
make friends among classmates. The facilitator must be enreful not to drive
such a cltild further "underground. " This can be guai’ded ogainst by the
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facilitator modelling through being the "outsider" himself, or by encouraging
other .classmates to try it first.
The "outsider" can be selected fi'om the activity group, or from the
class at lai’gc.
Facilitators have, on occasion, reversed the group "character" with
some success. The group in this instance becomes very desirable to .join
,
and
the outsider must convince the group that he is worthy of membership. Class
members who are unduly aggressive or disi'uptivc during the normal class day
have been brought into direct confrontation with the full meaning of their own
behavior, as well as how they are viewed by the group (the results of negative
behavior).
The careful facilitator can provide a productive experience for the class
as well as cei’tain individuals who arc consistent recipients of aggi'essive acts,
but feel powerless, vulnerable, and genei'ally unable to cope with overly-
aggressive classmates.
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Activity : Understanding Environmental Controls
Materials: Building blocks and similar equipment usually used as a part of
early childhood classroom materials. Journals and Experience
Chart paper.
Method :. Children can work individually or in small groups, usually no more
than 4. They are instructed to use building materials and construct
a building (hospital, church, school garage; or service facility
like a gas station, airport, or train station). The regular size
classroom does not usually allow more than 2 or 3 such groups to
work productively. The facilitator should encourage as much
creativity as possible - limited only by the utilitarian, and functional
intention of the project, as well as safety and non-interference with
other facilities and people.
Rationale and Anticipated Outcomes : Children will often begin by probing the
facilitator for project suggestions. This is their attempt to determine what
the "teacher” already has in mind. Possibly in the past their experience with
grown-ups has been prescribed activity. Opportunity for creativity must be
demonstrated through the facilitators manner as well as words. Once the
group has stai'ted to build the facilitator leaves the immediate area only to
return periodically or when requested by the "builders. " The facilitator will
make functional observations and suggest modifications (i.c. , a ramp for cars
which empty on the sidewalk, or a door leading from the hospital which oix;ns
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into the pathway of the anibulancc), as well as creative use of materials
(i,o.
,
mai’k off streets on tlie floor witli masking tape, use of regular art work
as backch-op scenery, use of clay constructed "people" to add a touch of
realism, etc.).
This activity represents for the participants a media that they can
control, and the opportunity to replicate their own environment. It aids in the
development of logic and the natural order of things, as well as a sense of
mathematics (actual feeling of materials through construction), and problem
solving skills. The facilitator's sensitivity will enable him to "connect" as
situations occur during the normal course of the activity.
One group of children during this activity constructed a city. A group
member raised the question of what to do for street lighting during the night.
Another member suggested that since they (the city designers) were asleep at
night, and not in school, there was no need for it. The youngster was not
satisfied and took it upon himself (with the facilitatoi’'s help) toobLain a set
of small bulbs and a di’y cell battery to light the city. His rationale was that
the builders of the city were I’esponsible for the safety of all people, not
only
those who were asleep, but people who travel at night because they work, or
because they just want to be out.
On another occasion a child built a supermarket. He insisted that
only
animals work in the market because they arc more polite than people.
The
facilitator supported the child’s choice, but had to raise so3uc
questions when
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the "elephant" cashier walked
the buildings erected by other
out into the street to drive a car and endangered
group members. The facilitator made it a group
pi'oblem to be settled in that manner.
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Activitv : Group and Individual Rclatednoss.
Matorals: Chnrl paper 24 x 30. Colored construction p.apor nnd adhesive
tape. Pictures of graphs.
Mothwl: The children will con.struct a large graph as a group activity.
Size of the group should not exeeed 12 for best results.
Draw vertical linos on the cliart paper approximately one inch
apart. Cut out one incli squares from the colored eonstruction
paper. Give each child a square.
At the top of the vertical lines write the name of a month - space
should allow for each of the twelve months. Children in the group
will place their square in the column of their birth month (tape
1 on the back of each tab will enable it to adhere to the chart).
Children will begin to observe that the tabs in eertain. months I'cach
a higher level than in other months. The graph concept is reinforced
by the facilitator calling attention to variations in birthday and age
of children.
Rationale and Anticipated Outcomes : The cognitive areas of conceptual
comprehension of the mathematical grapli as a device will be readil}' obsci'vcd
by the group. The facilitator can point out the difference between lliis type of
graph (bar), and other types (line). Samples of such graphs should be sccui’cd
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before the activity to aid in the description.
The affeclivc dimension is served through group awareness that severa!
ohn.lron tvere born the same month, as well as the spread of birth dates durin,
the year, and the number of birthdays oceurring the same month.
Children are often unaware that their "birthday" is the day they were
born - and, "years old" refers to how long ago their birth oecurred.
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Act jvji.y
Mate ria'
Objective
Method:
: The Famjl3'^
Ls: "Family” pieces noimmlly available in early ehiklhood classrooms,
or facilitalors choice. Previous art work of children depicting
family members, and miUorial taken from elasswork with "People
Who Live With Me" completion papers. (See page 7 7).
: To help each child understand family relationships and the
iiiipox tcincG of tlio inclivicluRl in sucli r gi'oup
Work with a group of 6 to 8 children and open the discussion with
one of several questions:
Example: "Will each person, starting with me, tell how many
people live with them?"
’ "Does anyone have a now baby in their home ?"
"Does anyone have a brother or sister who also
comes to this school?"
These and similar questions (facilitator's choice as to most
appropriate) serve as "warm-up" toward a discussion of family
and family function.
The facilitator introduces family as meaning "People who live with
you, and can begin listing (according to child's report) on the
exiioticnce chart next to his name. Unique descriptions when
offeicd by the child should be rccox’ded whenever possible.
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The facibtator then jntroduces the coinpletion sheet "People who
live with me" and relate it to the work now being done by tl,e
group. Children ean list pets and otlier "non-people" items if Ir.e
faeilitator and the group agrees.
Rafalejuul Anticipated Out^(>mos: Mass media tends to perpetuate the
definition of family as being mother, fatlier, and two children. Although there
is some Oexibility in literature regarding the number of ehildren. one mother
and one father are mandatory. Children at an early age may assume that they
are members of a "non-family" if they are not members of a group which
resembles this menage.
In our field studies we encouraged tie facilitators to use the phrase
"people who live with you" as constituting a family. We also supported the
child s selection of pets hs possible family members.
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